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Abstract
This paper deals with the design of modelling tools suitable for investigating the
consequences of alternative policies on the dynamics of resources and fisheries, such
as the evaluation of marine protected areas (MPA). We first review the numerous
models that have been developed for this purpose, and compare them from several
standpoints: population modelling, exploitation modelling and management measure
modelling. We then present a generic fisheries simulation model, Integration of
Spatial Information for FISHeries simulation (ISIS-Fish). This spatially explicit model
allows quantitative policy screening for fisheries with mixed-species harvests. It may
be used to investigate the effects of combined management scenarios including a
variety of policies: total allowable catch (TAC), licenses, gear restrictions, MPA, etc.
Fisher’s response to management may be accounted for by means of decision rules
conditioned on population and exploitation parameters. An application to a simple
example illustrates the relevance of this kind of tool for policy screening, particularly
in the case of mixed fisheries. Finally, the reviewed models and ISIS-Fish are discussed
and confronted in the light of the underlying assumptions and model objectives. In
the light of this discussion, we identify desirable features for fisheries simulation
models aimed at policy evaluation, and particularly MPA evaluation.
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Quantitative assessment of the consequences of
policy options on resources and exploitation is
necessary for stock assessment and fisheries management. This is indispensable to obtain diagnostics
about current exploitation and management
schemes, and to assess the impact of alternative
policies on performance of a fishery.
This is generally achieved by modelling the
dynamics of fisheries, including resources and
exploitation. Many models have concentrated on
resource modelling, and the adoption of the Ecosystem Approach to Fisheries favoured the development of models focused on trophic interactions
between species. Conversely, models describing the
interactions between resources, fleets and management have been given much less attention. Yet,
these interactions are also regarded as key issues for
understanding fisheries dynamics (Salas and Gaertner 2004), and for overcoming many fisheries
management failures (Hilborn 2004).
Whatever the focus of the model, most fisheries
models, including those used in stock assessments,
are too complex to be analysed using existing
mathematical techniques. For instance, beyond
dimension two (e.g. two groups in a stage-structured model), mathematical techniques are either
too complex or not yet developed, and analytical
results are scarce (Doubleday 1975; Goh 1977;
Levin and Goodyear 1980; Verdoit-Jarraya 2003).
Thus, fisheries dynamics are, in general, studied
through simulation models.

In fisheries models, complexity first arises from
age or length structures, which have been included in models for a long time (Beverton and Holt
1957; Jones 1961). A more recent step towards
complexity lies in spatially explicit models. Spatial
heterogeneities in population and exploitation
dynamics, and even more the dependence between
these two processes, make this type of model
almost indispensable to get an accurate picture of
fisheries dynamics. The failure to account for such
patterns has been a suspected cause of certain
biases in stock assessment, e.g. illustrated by
retrospective patterns (see e.g. the case of western
Channel sole in Anonymous 1991). For instance,
D. Pelletier, A.M. Parma, and P.J. Sullivan,
(unpublished data) evaluated biases in CPUE-based 3
abundance indices resulting from the preferential
allocation of fishing effort in high-abundance
areas. In addition to a better appraisal of fisheries
dynamics, spatially explicit models are more
appropriate for exploring spatial management
measures like marine protected areas (MPA). In
the last decade, MPA have more and more been
advocated as a promising management measure
for restoring resources and protecting ecosystems
(Agardy 1994; Sumaila et al. 2000). In parallel, a
growing body of literature has been devoted to the
question and many research projects are undertaken. The term MPA is here taken in the wider
sense of any restriction to fishing that is limited in
space (and possibly in time), which is close to the
official IUCN definition (Kelleher and Kenchington
1992) of ‘any area of intertidal or subtidal terrain,
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and exploitation components, and we deal with
MPA in general, not only no-take zones. In a 4
second step, we present a simulation model and
developed for mixed fisheries, and show how it
can address some of the issues raised in the
review. We finally discuss the abilities of existing
models to evaluate policies, and point out desirable features for such policy-screening tools.
Because we focus on MPA and mixed fisheries,
the review concentrates on models of demersal and
benthic populations, pelagic fisheries being, in
general, described at other spatial scales and using
distinct modelling approaches.
Review of existing models and simulation
tools

ED

In this section, we review the ingredients of simulation models aimed at exploring the impact of
policies on fisheries dynamics, and particularly
MPA. We successively examine population and
ecosystem modelling, and exploitation modelling.
Population and ecosystem modelling
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together with its overlying water and associated
flora, fauna, historical and cultural features,
which has been reserved by law or other effective
means to protect part or all of the enclosed
environment’. This definition is more general than
the widely used term ‘marine reserve’ which often
designates an area where fishing is totally and
permanently prohibited (also called no-take zone).
In the following, ‘reserve’ means no-take zone.
Besides age (or length) and spatial structure,
additional complexity in fisheries models may arise
from seasonal structure. The vast majority of models
ignores seasonal variations, which are, nevertheless, necessary to depict large-scale spatial distributions linked with the life cycle of exploited
populations (see examples in Ogden and Quinn
1984 and Rowley 1994). Seasonal variations in
resource distribution result in seasonal patterns in
fishing effort allocation (Ogden and Quinn 1984;
Whitmarsh and Young 1985; Hall et al. 1988;
Vignaux 1996b; Poulard and Léauté 2002).
A last and important reason for complexity in
fisheries models lies in multispecies multifleet
aspects in mixed fisheries. Mixed fisheries exploit
a number of species (multispecies) either simultaneously or sequentially using distinct gears and
carrying out different types of fishing activity
(multifleets), depending on the time of the year.
This results in the so-called technical interactions
(Laurec et al. 1991) that make it difficult to
evaluate the dynamics of both resources and
fishing activities. The diversities of fishing activities, associated catch levels and catch compositions, arise not only from the variety of fishing
grounds exploited, the species targeted and the
gears used, but also from other factors like fishers’
behaviour, economic considerations or environmental conditions. Mixed fisheries form the majority of demersal and benthic fisheries over the
world. Mixed fisheries models must include additional details to capture the diversity of fishing
activities and exploited resources.
In this paper, we first review simulation models
developed for investigating fisheries dynamics. We
focus on models aimed at policy evaluation.
Models are compared in terms of underlying
hypotheses and results. In particular, we compare
their respective suitabilities to evaluating the
impact of MPAs on fisheries dynamics. Unlike
review papers on MPA modelling (Guénette et al.
1998; Sumaila et al. 2000; Gerber et al. 2003),
we address modelling issues in both population
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Many different models have been developed
fisheries simulation. For each kind of model,
relate the assumptions and model features to
MPA designs that can be investigated, and to
results obtained from the models. Models
presented according to increasing complexity.

for
we
the
the
are

Non spatial models and the efficacy of no-take zones
The simplest population models used to evaluate the
impact of MPA were not spatially explicit (Table 1).
They were aimed at testing no-take zones and were
mainly used to investigate the impact of reserve size
on biological reference points, like maximum sustainable yield (MSY) or the ratio of current biomass
to virgin biomass (see e.g. Mace 1994). Most often,
no regulation of fishing was considered aside from
the no-take zone. Consequently, the reserve size
required to ensure high population sustainability
and reallocation of fishing effort in the open area
may induce undesirable effects (Table 2). But population equilibrium may be reached for infinite
combinations of exploitation rates and reserve size,
which shows that both regulations should be
considered jointly (Mangel 1998). When the exploitation rate is stochastic, optimal reserve size may be
calculated for a given risk to the population (Mangel
2000a).
3
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Movement assumptions
explicit (Y/N) (implicit or explicit)
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Table 1 Model assumptions for non-spatial and metapopulation models.

Model type/main assumptions

N

Instantaneous dispersion of fish
over the whole area (uniform
distribution)

Logistic growth or ricker
stock-recruitment. Stochastic
exploitation rate (Lauck et al. 1998,
Mangel 2000a)

N

Idem

Botsford et al. (1993)
Man et al. (1995)

N
Y

Crowder et al. (2000), Sanchirico
and Wilen (2001a,b), Hannesson
(1998, 2002), Anderson (2002),
Rodwell et al. (2002)

Y

Tuck and Possingham (1994, 2000),
Supriatna and Possingham (1998)

Y

Sedentary species
Random dispersion of fish between
patches
Dispersion between source and
sink patches (Crowder et al. 2000).
Several dispersal schemes: closed
subpopulations, a two-patch
source–sink system, and
density-dependent dispersal
between patches (Sanchirico
and Wilen 2001b)
Larval pool

Age-structured yield per recruit
(Beverton and Holt 1957)
Length-structured yield per recruit
Patch occupancy model
(Levins 1970)
Source–sink model. Logistic growth

Brown and Roughgarden (1997)

Y

Quinn et al. (1993), Hastings and
Botsford (2003)

Y
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Lauck et al. (1998), Mangel (1998,
2000aa, 2000c), Hastings and
Botsford (1999), Parrish (1999),
Dahlgren and Sobel (2000),
Pezzey et al. (2000), Acosta (2002)
Horwood et al. (1998)
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Larval pool
Sedentary adults distributed in many
patches and competing for space
One-dimensional model
Larval pool
Four stages (Quinn et al. 1993)

Metapopulation model
Logistic growth
Predator–prey relationships
(Supriatna and Possingham 1998)
Metapopulation model

Reproduction only in reserves
Local survival rate
Allee effect (Quinn et al. 1993)

RR

References in italics are bioeconomic models quoted in ‘Modelling exploitation and management policies’. Movement assumptions
were considered as implicit when models were not spatially explicit. When an assumption was specific to a reference, the latter was
reported between parentheses.
a
This paper also considers additional mortality due to habitat destruction.
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Metapopulation models
Models derived from the metapopulation theory
(Hanski and Gilpin 1997) have also been used to
evaluate the impact of no-take zones on the
dynamics of exploited populations. Patch occupancy
models (Levins 1970) depict the dynamics of a large
number of habitat patches connected via migration,
and population size is described through the proportion of patches occupied by fish rather than by
biomass or abundance. Mortality is included in the
extinction rate of patches. Using this kind of model,
Man et al. (1995) showed that a no-take zone
allows maximization of both catch and stock size if
the exploitation rate is high. Depending on the
exploitation rate, the proportion of no-take zone
that simultaneously achieves maximum catch and
stock size ranges between 0 and 0.5. This type of
4

model assumes that all patches are identical, and
ignores the spatial arrangement of patches and
populations, as well as the local dynamics of
populations, which limits their scope for evaluation
of MPA and other policies.
Reserve impact was more often studied through
source–sink and metapopulation models (Table 1),
which allows exploring the consequences of alternative reserve locations. All papers emphasize the
importance of establishing reserves in source patches (Table 2). Sanchirico and Wilen (2001b)
mathematically demonstrated that in this case,
both biomass and yield increased if dispersal rates
were moderate and if the source patch was productive. Conversely, placing a reserve in sink patches
may induce negative effects. Upon reserve establishment, fishing effort must be reduced to prevent
 2005 Blackwell Publishing Ltd, F I S H and F I S H E R I E S , 6, 1–43
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Zero F in closed patches

Overall exploitation
rate
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Percentage of region closed

Percentage of fishing grounds Overall exploitation
closed to fishing
rate

No-take zone number overall
size

No-take zone reserve location Zero F in closed patch

F and MSY respectively stand for fishing mortality and maximum sustainable yield.

Brown and
Roughgarden (1997)
Hastings and Botsford
(2003)
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20% reserve size required if fishing is high. Reserve must be established in source
patch
Negative effects if established in sink patch and high exploitation rate
If oriented density-dependent dispersal, reserve in sink will increase total biomass and
decrease total catch
If oriented dispersal, reserve in source will increase total biomass. Total catch will
increase only under certain biological (high intrinsic growth rates and intermediate
dispersal rates) and economic conditions (see Table 6)
Maximum economic rent when only one subpopulation is exploited and the others are
kept as spawning stock
Conservation of resource and maximization of fisheries yields are attained for different
designs in terms of overall size of reserve network and reserve number

Not detailed

PR

Closure has no positive effect if effort reallocated outside closed area

Large reserves may have detrimental effects due to effort increase in open areas
(Parrish 1999)
20–40% reserve size required to maximize catch (Pezzey et al. 2000)
20–30% reserve size required to warrant population persistence (Mangel 2000a)
Catch larger than without reserve (Mangel 2000a) MSY reached for an infinity of
combinations of exploitation rates and reserve size (Mangel 1998)
Equivalence in yield between reserve and harvest rate regulation (Hastings and
Botsford 1999)
A more compact reserve would not change much from the actual design
A 50% increase in reserve size would substantially increase population size
Population crashes if no refugia
Every other patch or every third patch closed required for population persistence
under reasonable fishing intensity
Conservation and maximum fisheries yield attained for distinct reserve designs

Risk of population collapse increases a lot when reserve size decreases (Lauck et al.
1998) 30–40% reserve size required (Dahlgren and Sobel 2000)

Main results for MPA design and for comparison of policies

ED

No-take zone size and number Percentage of area closed
No
No-take zone width
Seasonal closure of spawning Percentage of fishing mortality
ground to trawling
Botsford et al. (1993) Rotating closures
Percentage of protected
Overall exploitation
biomass
rate
Tuck and Possingham No-take zone location and
Zero F in closed patches
Exploitation rate in
(1994, 2000),
three sizes (5%, 10% and
open patches
Supriatna and
20%) (Crowder et al. 2000)
Possingham (1998),
Crowder et al. (2000),
Sanchirico and Wilen
(2001b)

No-take zone spacing

Quinn et al. (1993)

Hastings and Botsford
(2003)
Horwood et al. (1998)

No-take zone size and shape

Acosta (2002)

No

Other policy options

Percentage of fishing grounds Overall exploitation
closed to fishing
rate (Parrish 1999)

Percentage of biomass
available to fishing

MPA-related parameter

RR

No-take zone size

No-take zone size

CO

No-take zone size

Mangel (1998,
2000a,c), Hastings
and Botsford (1999)

Lauck et al. (1998),
Dahlgren and Sobel
(2000)
Parrish (1999),
Pezzey et al. (2000)

References

MPA-related scenario

Table 2 Management scenarios considered in non spatial and metapopulation models. No-take zone corresponds to permanent total prohibition of fishing in a zone.
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different allocations of fishing effort over space and/
or time.
The equilibrium yield per recruit model proposed
by Beverton and Holt (1957, pp. 136–148) was
used and modified by several authors (Table 3) to
explore the impact of a permanent no-take zone as a
function of fishing mortality, reserve size and
transfer rates between the reserve and the exploited
area (Table 4). In such models, implementing a
reserve leads to increased yield per recruit and
additional spawning biomasses only when fishing
mortality is high. Gain in yield is moderate, because
of fishing effort reallocation, but spawning biomass
substantially increases, even for small reserve sizes.
The equilibrium assumption prevents these models
from tackling potentially positive effects of reserves
(or more generally of fishing effort reallocation) on
reproduction and recruitment. They only allow
investigation of growth overfishing such as consequences of changes in exploitation patterns and
global fishing mortality upon abundance, biomass
and catch.
Models including stock–recruitment relationships
have been used to study the ability of MPA to
address recruitment overfishing via effects on reproduction and recruitment (Table 3). Such models
allow dealing with exportation (also termed spillover) of pre-recruited stages from the MPA. When
age- or length-structured, these models account for
increases in mean fecundity per adult because of a
higher mean length in the population after reserve
establishment (Guénette et al. 2000). Inclusion of a
stock–recruitment relationship together with population structure thus leads to a more positive impact
of reserves (Attwood and Bennett 1995; Guénette
and Pitcher 1999). In this case, yield increases and
the population may endure a higher fishing pressure, because the reserve acts as a source of
spawners and recruitment.
These spatially explicit models make it possible to
explore the consequences of movements or transport of pre- and post-recruited population stages.
Spillover of post-recruited stages may only occur for
non-sedentary species, while eggs and larvae may
potentially be dispersed in the case of many species
with various dispersal schemes (see e.g. Carr and
Reed 1992 for examples). The kind of benefits that
can be expected from MPA establishment appears
largely determined by movement patterns (Attwood
and Bennett 1995), but also by movement modelling. For instance, models based on transfer rates
(Polacheck 1990; DeMartini 1993) imply that net
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harmful consequences of effort displacement towards open patches.
Metapopulation models including a larval pool
(e.g. appropriate for benthic invertebrates and reef
fish with pelagic larvae (Carr and Reed 1992) yield
similar results, showing that persistence requires
protection of source populations from excessive
fishing pressure (Tuck and Possingham 1994,
2000; Supriatna and Possingham 1998). The
allocation of fishing effort that permits population
persistence may then be determined as a function
of local reproduction success and subpopulation
connectivity. An appropriate reserve location is all
the more crucial when fishing pressure is high,
reserve is small, and habitat is not fully suitable for
populations. For several hypotheses about dispersal
processes (Sanchirico and Wilen (1999,2001a,b;
Table 1), creation of a reserve from the initial
equilibrium situation always increases total biomass. Harvest may increase provided certain conditions are met, if reserve is established in a source,
or under the assumption of density-dependent
dispersal. These conditions include low initial
biomasses (i.e. overexploitation) and an intermediate dispersal rate.
Compared with non-spatial models, metapopulation models allow the exploration of a wider
range of questions related to the evaluation of
reserve impact, in particular, reserve location and
the issue of single large or several small (SLOSS)
reserves (Simberloff 1988). For instance, Hastings
and Botsford (2003) showed that conservation
and maximization of fisheries yields were attained
for different reserve designs in terms of overall size
of reserve network and reserve number. Conversely, metapopulation models were rarely used
to investigate reserve size (but see Crowder et al.
2000). Although they provide useful general
results with regard to reserve impact and spatial
allocation of fishing effort, such approaches may
not be fully suitable for evaluating the consequences of MPA on resources whose spatial
distributions, movements, and exploitation features are stage-specific. For this purpose, it is
necessary to account for demographic processes
and population structures.
Spatially explicit demographic models
Many authors have resorted to spatially explicit
versions of models commonly used in fisheries
science to demonstrate the impact of MPA, and
more generally to investigate the consequences of
6
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Table 3 Model assumptions for spatially explicit demographic models.

Model type/main assumptions

Population distributed in two patches linked by Equilibrium yield per recruit model (constant
non-oriented exchanges of recruited groups
exploitation rate, constant recruitment)
Intrannual dynamics of a cohort
Population distributed in two patches linked by Equilibrium age-structured yield per recruit
non-oriented exchanges of recruited groups

Beverton and Holt (1957),
Polacheck (1990),
DeMartini (1993),
Sumaila (1998, 2002)
Die and Watson (1992),
One-way oriented migrations
Christensen and Lassen
(1996)
Maury and Gascuel (1999) Advection-diffusion
Environmental heterogeneity
Attwood and Bennett
One-dimensional model (linear coastline)
(1995)
Non-oriented dispersal of larvae and juveniles
Three species with distinct dispersal schemes
Holland and Brazee (1996) Larval pool
Density-dependent migration between patches
Guénette and Pitcher
Random dispersion of fish
(1999)

yr

yr

Equilibrium age-structured yield per recruit

5d

Age-structured
Beverton–Holt stock-recruitment

yr

ED
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d

Equilibrium age-structured yield per recruit

Age-structured
Ricker stock-recruitment
Age-structured
Ricker and Beverton–Holt stock-recruitment
Weight–fecundity relationship
Lundberg and Jonzen
Ideal free distribution (IFD) (Fretwell and Lucas Two-stage structured
(1999)
1970)
Ricker and Beverton–Holt stock-recruitment
Habitat heterogeneity
Sladek Nowlis and Roberts Larval pool
Length-structured
(1999), Sladek Nowlis
Sedentary adults
Constant length-dependent fecundity rates
(2000)
Density-dependent survival of juveniles
Mangel (2000b)
Larval pool
Two-stage demographic
Sedentary adults
Constant recruitment rate
Environmental stochasticity
St Mary et al. (2000)
Juveniles and adults are sedentary and
Two-stage structured
spatially segregated
Beverton–Holt stock-recruitment
Density-dependent maturation rates
Length-structured based on Von Bertalanffy
Morgan and Botsford
One-dimensional (linear coastline)
growth
(2001)
Four dispersal schemes for larvae: single
Beverton–Holt dependence between larvae
source, limited distance, larval pool, headand settlement
lands
Sedentary adults
Walters et al. (1993)
Seasonal offshore migration of immatures
Length-structured
after moult
Beverton–Holt stock-recruitment with
Sedentary adults located offshore
environmental variation
Seasonal moults
Pelletier and Magal (1996) Oriented seasonal migrations of adults
Age-structured
Juveniles located inshore
Constant recruitment rate
Guénette et al. (2000),
Seasonally variable random movement rate
Age-structured
Martell et al. (2000)
mimicking observed ontogenic migrations
Beverton–Holt stock-recruitment
(FISHMOD model)
Stockhausen et al. (2000) Diffusion-advection model for larvae; model
Age-structured model for pelagic larvae
forced by currents and turbulence
Size-structured model for benthic stages
Spawning seasons and size-specific
fecundity
Rijnsdorp and Pastoors
Monthly size-specific migration rates
Length-structured
(1995), Pastoors et al.
Fixed recruitment based on stock
(2000)
assessment and surveys
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Gendron and Brêthes
(2002)

Spatial assumptions
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References

yr
yr

yr

yr

yr

yr

yr

15 d

mo
mo

d

wk
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Table 3 Continued.

Apostolaki et al. (2002)

Sedentary population and home range
movements
Recruitment distributed proportional to initial
stock sizes
Seasonal size-specific migration rates

Sparre and Willmann
(1993)
Walters and Bonfil (1999)

Seasonal size-specific migration rates

Holland (2000)

Seasonal oriented migrations and permanent
dispersion
Recruitment distribution uniform over the
region
One-dimensional model
Advection-diffusion movement
Recruitment distribution Gaussian from grid
centre

Holland (2002)

Dispersal between patches

Sex-specific age-length structured
Any stock-recruitment relationship

Length-structured
Beverton–Holt stock-recruitment
Equilibrium length-structured yield per
recruit
Age-structured delay-difference model
(Deriso 1980)
Beverton–Holt stock-recruitment
Age-structured
Beverton–Holt stock-recruitment

Age-structured
Beverton–Holt stock-recruitment

Time
step

OO
F

Meester et al. (2001)

Model type/main assumptions

PR

Spatial assumptions

1.5
mo
mo

yr
15
5d

5d

ED

References

EC
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References in italics are bioeconomic models mostly quoted in ‘Modelling exploitation and management policies’. yr, mo, wk and d
respectively stand for year, month, week and day.
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movement depends on reserve size, reserve shape
and population size in each patch. In the case of
initial homogeneous abundance distributions and
zero net transfer between patches, these models are
close to a random dispersion model (see Beverton
and Holt 1957, for a discussion). Several models
consider dispersion-like movements and age-independent dispersal coefficients (Table 3). These
assumptions may not be appropriate for populations
that undergo oriented ontogenic migrations (see
‘Which ecological models for MPA evaluation?’). In
these models, reserve impact is mostly assessed with
regard to reserve size and spacing. Consequences of
reserve location cannot be addressed unless a large
number of patches is considered in the model (see
e.g. Maury and Gascuel 1999). As underlined by
Guénette and Pitcher (1999), more realistic descriptions of migration and aggregation patterns than
simple dispersive movements are needed for improving the analysis of marine reserve impact. This also
holds for MPA in the wider sense.
Ontogenic migrations often display seasonal
patterns. Other modelling assumptions, and if
relevant, an appropriate time scale are needed to
describe this kind of spatial dynamics, and to
investigate a wider range of policies, including
8

seasonal ones. A number of models were developed
in this respect (Table 3). Patch definition relies on
the description of population dynamics, i.e. patches
correspond to habitats occupied by specific population stages at particular times of the year, e.g.
reproduction areas or nurseries. Population movement is simulated so as to mimic observed migration patterns (Walters et al. 1993; Guénette et al.
2000) or to fit existing knowledge (Pelletier and
Magal 1996).
Fishing effort allocation is known to be highly
dependent upon spatiotemporal patterns of
resources, and there are many cases where periodic
concentrations of some population stages cause
intensive local exploitations (Whitmarsh and Young
1985; Rowley 1994; Vignaux 1996a; Poulard and
Léauté 2002, and others). Models depicting spatiotemporal features of resource distribution are needed to explicitly account for such patterns of fishing
effort allocation.
Most papers consulted for this review were
interested at comparing different management
measures, and sometimes they also evaluated the
effects of combined management measures (Guénette et al. 2000). Such models make is possible to
explore a wider range of MPA designs, varying both
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Table 4 Management scenarios considered in spatially explicit demographic models.

MPA-related
parameter

Main results for MPA design and for
Other policy options comparison of policies

Gendron and
Brêthes (2002)

Opening and closure
of the fishery

Timing of opening Overall fishing effort
and closure of
fishery

Percentage of
Overall exploitation
cohort initially in
rate
no-take zone

Maury and
Gascuel (1999)

No-take zone size

Percentage of
region closed

Walters et al.
(1993)

Spatial and seasonal
closures
Effort limit per area

Number of
patches closed

Attwood and
Bennett (1995)

No-take zone
size and spacing

Percentage of
region closed
Distance between
no-take zone

Holland and
Brazee (1996)

No-take zone
size

Guénette and
Pitcher (1999)

No-take zone size

EC
T

No

Spatial closure more efficient than temporal
closure for decreasing exploitation rate
Delayed opening of the fishing season is more
efficient than earlier closure of fishing season
Reduction of 20% in overall effort is equivalent
to a delayed opening of 1 week in terms of
exploitation rate
Reserve leads to increased yield per recruit
and additional spawning biomasses only
when fishing mortality is high (Polacheck
1990; DeMartini 1993)
Moderate gain in yield, because fishing effort
reallocated to the open patch
Substantial increase in spawning biomass,
even for small reserve sizes (Polacheck
1990; DeMartini 1993).
Reserve may lead to decreased yield per
recruit (Die and Watson 1992)
Gain in yield increases with reserve size, but
decreases with population mobility (Beverton
and Holt 1957; Polacheck 1990)
Yield maximized through no-take zone, except
for resident species
Optimum reserve size ranges from 20%
(weakly diffusive species) to 80% (highly
diffusive species)
Whatever the policy, it is difficult to reduce
immature exploitation without catch loss
Size limit controls, late opening and seasonal
closure increase spawning stock by 25–30%,
but decrease catch by 15%
When recruitment is constant, yield cannot be
increased through a reserve
In the case of stock-recruitment dependence,
yield may increase from >50%
For mobile species, only total reserve size
matters, and yield increases through reserve
For sedentary populations with larval dispersal,
several regularly spaced small reserves are
more desirable to facilitate larval transport
When fishing effort high, present value of
harvest maximized with reserve size of
15–19%
If effort is low or can be reduced, reserves
provide little or negative benefits
No-take zone sizes >30% increase spawner
and recruitment levels, even at high
exploitation rates
Exploitation rate must be reduced to
increase yield
High transfer rates decrease the benefit of
no-take zones

ED

Beverton and
No-take zone
Holt (1957),
Polacheck
(1990),
DeMartini (1993),
Die and Watson
(1992),
Christensen and
Lassen (1996)

OO
F

MPA-related
scenario

PR

References

RR

Minimal size limit,
licenses,
gear number, effort
per 15 days

Overall fishing effort

Percentage of
region closed

Overall exploitation
rate

UN

CO

Percentage of
region closed
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Table 4 Continued.

Spatial and seasonal
allocation of fishing
effort

Percentage
inshore fleet’s
effort, %
industrial fleet’s
effort

Overall fishing effort

Lundberg and
Jonzen (1999)

No-take zone size

Percentage of
region closed

Harvest rate outside
reserve

Sladek Nowlis
and Roberts
(1999)

No-take zone size

Percentage of
region closed

Overall fishing
mortality

Sladek Nowlis
(2000)

No-take zone
temporary closure
of the fishery

Percentage of
region closed

Minimum size limit

St Mary et al.
(2000)

No-take zone size
and number

Percentage of
habitat closed
Spacing

No

Mangel (2000b)

No-take zone size

Percentage of
habitat closed

Overall exploitation
rate

Martell et al.
(2000)

Seasonal and spatial
closures

Guénette et al.
(2000)

No-take zone size
and location,
seasonal closures
per fleet

Zero effort in
closed
area/season

Stockhausen
et al. (2000)

No-take zone
size and location

Percentage of
coastline

Catch and biomass maximized by closing
spawning grounds during reproduction
No short-term loss of catch incurred under
corresponding effort allocation
Optimal closure for stock is equivalent to a
95% reduction in overall fishing effort
72% reduction in overall effort needed to cease
overexploitation
Catch outside reserve are greatly enhanced by
habitat quality in the reserve
With density-dependent habitat selection,
reserve must be larger to be efficient
40% reserve size required to sustain fishery by
larval dispersal
75–80% reserve size require to maximize longterm yield for two species
Catch variability decreases with reserve size
10–40% no-take zone performs like 10–40%
size limit (i.e. 10–40% of the smallest catch
escapement)
For all policies, initial drop in catch and
subsequent increase above status quo levels
Moderate gain in yield for reserve sizes
beyond 20%
Optimal reserve design depends on
management objective (conservation or yield
maximization): increasing the fishable stock
decreases total adult stock
Closing juvenile habitat is the best option to
maximize fishable stock
Smaller reserves lead to larger but more
variable catch
40% reserve size optimal for catch discounted
by variance
Yield maximum when effort is cut by half
through a 2-months opening
Effort best reduced through a 10% no-take
zone
Larger MPA, longer openings and size limits
lead to lower yields and higher exploitation
rates
No-take zones below 40% did not prevent
collapse, 80% no-take zone allows rebuilding
Seasonal closures do not stop stock decline
20% no-take zone + seasonal closure allow
rebuilding but catch remain low
Reserve location matters as much as reserve
size
Reserve performance strongly depends on
hydrodynamic scenario, but largest increases
in catch obtained for reserve sizes between
5% and 25%

EC
T

RR
Zero effort in
closed
area/season

CO

UN

OO
F

Pelletier and
Magal (1996)

10

Main results for MPA design and for
Other policy options comparison of policies

PR

MPA-related
parameter

ED

MPA-related
scenario

References

Minimum size limit

No
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Table 4 Continued.

MPA-related
parameter

Morgan and
Botsford (2001)

No-take zone size
and location

Fraction of area
protected

Overall exploitation
rate

Pastoors et al.
(2000)

Seasonal closure
per fleet, timing
of closure

Zero fishing
effort in
closed area

No

Meester et al.
(2001)

No-take zone size
and number, partial
protection

Percentage of
stock protected

Overall reduction
of recreational
fishing

Apostolaki et al.
(2002)

No-take zone
location

Zero fishing effort
in closed area

Effort constant in
open area
Gear selectivity

Sparre and
Willmann (1993)

Spatial/seasonal
allocation of effort
per fleet

Fishing effort per
area

Walters and
Bonfil (1999)

No-take zone
temporary closure
TAC per area

Holland (2000)

No-take zone size
and location

Holland (2002)

No-take zone size
and location

Main results for MPA design and for
comparison of policies

Reserve efficiency strongly depends on
dispersal scheme
A 4% reserve size led to substantial catch
increase and a reduction in catch variability if
initial recruitment overfishing
All considered closures reduce discards and
enhance landings and SSB
Longer closures and closure for all fleets are
beneficial to the stock
A permanent no-take zone yields the highest
landings per recruit and SSB
A zoning plan with five reserves requires less
total area to protect the same number of fish
Best protection of fish stocks achieved by
closing the whole park to fishing
Partial closures of the park are beneficial to
different species groups depending on
location
Closing nursery is always beneficial to the
fishery
Closing spawning area is beneficial if fishing
mortality is high
Greatest benefits when targeted size classes are
protected
Effort reduction provides less benefits than notake zone
Calculates equilibrium projection from initial
allocation of fishing effort
Generic model
No results presented
Spatial reallocation of fishing effort drastically
changes consequences of policies
TAC per species and fishing grounds appropriate to sustain the resources provided accurate
annual stock assessments
Desirable policy includes limiting overall effort,
few no-take zones protecting key areas for
biodiversity or to reduce discards, and temporary closures in case of local depletions of
fish aggregations
Closures in areas where fish aggregate seasonally result in sharp reductions in fishing
mortality even if total effort remains constant
Reserves useful to increase equilibrium harvest
and SSB for overexploited stocks, but not to
increase the value of the fishery
In single species context, highest net revenue
with a large mesh size and a 10% closure on
nursery grounds, and closures directed at older
ages are not desirable
In a multispecies context, highest revenues
correspond to low effort and slight increase in
mesh size. Use of closures or taxes provides
little gain

EC
T

ED

Other policy options

OO
F

MPA-related
scenario

PR

References

Licenses
Taxes
Fleet selectivity

RR

Overall fishing
effort

Overall fishing
effort

Tax on revenue
mesh size

UN

CO

Zero effort in
closed area

No-take zone corresponds to permanent total prohibition of fishing in a zone; SSB, spawning stock biomass.
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(1997) (Table 5). Boncoeur et al. (2002) considered a predator–prey model with a fish prey and
a predator seal species.
The ECOPATH approach (Polovina 1984; Christensen and Pauly 1992) depicts trophic interactions
between functional groups, based on biomass flows
and mass-balance equations. ECOPATH is not
spatially explicit, but has been used to compare
trophic structures in protected and unprotected
areas (Arias-Gonzáles 1998, Table 5).
Derived from ECOPATH (Walters et al. 1997),
ECOSIM allows investigating the dynamics of an
ecosystem under alternative parameter settings.
Walters et al. (1997) proposed it as a tool for
building hypotheses about possible effects of management changes such as, e.g. changes in fishing
pressure and establishment of MPA. Watson et al.
(2000) modified ECOSIM by partitioning biomasses
into two components corresponding respectively to
a protected and an unprotected area, and used it to
investigate MPA effects (Table 5). These authors
stressed that spatially explicit models would be more
appropriate for evaluating MPA policies. ECOSPACE
is a spatially explicit version of ECOPATH/ECOSIM
(Walters et al. 1999). The dynamic model is solved
for a two-dimensional grid of cells linked by
dispersal and migration processes, which enables
one to assess MPA policies while considering trophic
linkages. ECOSPACE has been used in several
instances to investigate ecosystem effects of MPA,
in particular trophic cascading (Table 5). Several
studies have shown that these effects could be
strongly altered by fishing effort reallocation, and by
movement, dispersion scheme and habitat preferences, particularly in the case of mobile species. The
ability of ECOSPACE to evaluate MPA is limited by
the poor description of movement patterns (ontogenic or seasonal migrations) and of population
dynamics (Beattie et al. 2002; Martell et al. 2005).
Indeed, models based on biomass pools cannot
encompass ontogenic migrations that depend on
species and stage. As a consequence, relationships
between essential fish habitats such as nurseries
and spawning areas, and MPA designs cannot be
investigated through this kind of models. In addition, spatial patterns due to larval transport and
settlement cannot be accounted for (Walters et al.
1999).
Finally, the OSMOSE model of Shin and Cury
(2001) was developed to evaluate the dynamics
of fish communities. It is individual-based, and
depicts trophic interactions between fish schools

CO

RR

EC
T

size, location and timing of the MPA. For instance,
Guénette et al. (2000) considered seasonal closures,
and reserves located in migration corridors or on
the continental slope, plus combinations of these
measures. Dramatically different exploitation rates
could be obtained by changing the spatial and
seasonal allocation of fishing effort while keeping
total effort constant (Pelletier and Magal 1996;
Verdoit-Jarraya 2003; M. Verdoit-Jarraya, D. Pelletier, and J.-L. Gouzé, unpublished data). More often
than not, reserves or seasonal closures appear to be
unable on their own to protect stocks from overexploitation (Walters et al. 1993), or even from
collapse (Guénette et al. 2000). However, in Walters
et al. (1993), none of the management measures
considered (minimal landing size and direct effort
limitations) was able to restore the stock, because of
the high commercial value of immatures. Pelletier
and Magal (1996) and Apostolaki et al. (2002)
showed that, unlike reductions in fishing mortality
through TACs or overall effort controls, MPA
implementation does not necessarily induce shortterm losses in yield.
Using these models, MPA appear particularly
relevant (i) in the case of heavy exploitation; (ii) for
species with spatial segregation of life stages; and
(iii) when essential habitats have to be protected,
e.g. spawning grounds or nurseries (Apostolaki
et al. 2002); points (ii) and (iii) require particularly
careful designs to ensure MPA efficiency. MPA
design is also critical when it comes to relationships
between hydrodynamic conditions and larval dispersion. In the case of Caribbean spiny lobster,
Stockhausen et al. (2000) showed that a large
number of reserve configurations improved both
catch level and larval production. But reserve
impact depended in a complex manner on reserve
location, reserve size, hydrodynamic scenarios and
larval dispersion schemes.

UN

Multispecific and ecosystem approaches
Establishment of MPA or MPA projects are often
envisaged in the context of ecosystem-based
management (Agardy 1994). However, few ecosystem models have been developed or used to
evaluate MPA impact, in comparison to the
number of population models quoted above.
McClanahan (1995) developed a non-spatial ecosystem model to assess indirect consequences of
fishing intensity and selectivity. The model was
applied to a coral reef ecosystem and adapted to a
Mediterranean case by McClanahan and Sala
12
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References

MPA-related scenario

Other policies
considered

Fishing intensity
Catch selection

McClanahan and
Sala (1997)

None

Same as above

Arias-Gonzáles
(1998)

Comparison of an
unprotected site with two
partially protected areas

Watson et al.
(2000)

No-take zone size

Walters et al.
(1999)

Example of an existing
partially protected area

Walters (2000)

Same as above

Closed areas per fleet:
EEZ closure, larger closure
to protect turtles

ED

UN

Beattie et al. (2002) No-take zone size and
location under different
management objectives
Trawl exclusion

Shin (2001)

Fishing all groups results in reef dominance by sea urchins
Maximum and most stable yield when fishing only piscivores
and herbivores, but results in increased algae and calcium
carbonate deposition, and in decreased coral
Fishing all groups results in reef dominance by sea urchins
Fishing sea urchin results in fish yield decreasing by 70%
Fishing only piscivores results in more evenly structured
ecosystem
Trophic structure and biomass flows differ between protected
and unprotected areas, and between habitats
In the unprotected area, biomass and biological production
lower for piscivores and carnivores, and is larger for
herbivores, ectoparasites and zooplankton
For all groups, marked increase in biomass after 10 years
and maximum catch for 10–15% MPA
No further increase in biomass beyond 15% MPA
Optimal MPA size for both catch and biomass increases with
mobility, until a maximum of 20%
For sessile species, pure trophic cascade within MPA
Fish movement and concentration of fishing effort at MPA
boundary induces spillover of predators outside MPA and
prey accumulation at MPA boundary
MPA should be quite large to avoid boundary and behavioural effects: fewer large MPA better than many small
ones (except for sessile species)
Same as above plus locate MPA in places where dispersal
and edge effects are limited
Biomass per size group increases with size of MPA/AR,
particularly beyond 30%
Catch increases also for small and medium fish, but remains
constant for large fish
Better recovery with MPA/AR system than with unprotected
AR
Largest gain to fishery when AR and non-AR portions of
MPA separated by non-protected area, because trophic
cascade reduced to fishery benefit
Small MPA cannot help avoid fishery collapse while large
MPA are helpful to restore reef fisheries (see economic
consequences in Table 6)
Physical transport and behavioural response of fish to
changes in community structure lead to different predictions of MPA efficacy
MPA aimed at turtle protection does not allow population
rebuilding
Optimal MPA size is 2% for maximum rent objective, 37% for
conservation objective, and 23% for combined objectives
(37% when trawl excluded).
Protection of juveniles of main target species through proper
location substantially increases biomass and yield. When
objectives include conservation, MPA larger than 40% lead
to negative impact on target species due to increased
cannibalism (see economic consequences in Table 6)
MPA may be more efficient at maintaining catch and
biodiversity

EC
T
Overall effort doubles
over 50 years

CO

Martell et al. (2005)

RR

Pitcher et al. (2002) AR within MPA system
MPA size from 3% to 62%
Number and size of AR
Fishing one of three AR

Main results for MPA design and for comparison of policies

PR

McClanahan (1995) Consider protected and
unprotected areas in
examples

OO
F

Table 5 Model features, management scenarios considered and main results for ecosystem models.

No-take zone size

AR and EEZ respectively stand for artificial reef and exclusive economic zone.
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Dynamics of the spatial allocation of fishing effort
It is not our purpose in this paper to deal comprehensively with the subject of fishing effort
allocation, but rather to list models that have been
used in fisheries simulation models. Following
Hilborn (1985), fishing effort allocation here
includes ‘when to fish, where to fish, and what to
fish’. Yet, we may distinguish several scales at
which the fisherman may decide upon how to
allocate fishing effort: (i) yearly and longer-term
scales for deciding whether or not to enter a fishery;
(ii) seasonal scales for choosing fishing activities
that are consistent with the seasonal distribution of
resources; (iii) before each fishing operation (or trip)
for selecting a fishing zone and a fishing activity;
and (iv) during a fishing operation for fine positioning of gears within the zone. Here, we were
mainly concerned with points (ii) and (iii). Point (i)
is highly dependent on fleet dynamics and economic
strategies, which falls outside the scope of this
paper, whereas point (iv) does not pertain to
management measures. A variety of factors may
influence spatial allocation of fishing effort through
the perception of expected benefit (see also Salas
and Gaertner 2004). The most obvious is knowledge about resource location, for instance measured by past catches or catch rates (Hilborn
and Ledbetter 1979; Vignaux 1996a; Campbell
and Hand 1999; Holland and Sutinen 1999;
Holland 2000), possibly reweighted by species price
(Holland and Sutinen 1999) and harvesting costs,

OO
F

Exploitation is a key component of fisheries dynamics, that conditions both the fishing mortality
endured by the resource and the evolution of the
fishery. In this section, we present exploitation
models according to three aspects: (i) spatial
allocation of fishing effort; (ii) mixed fisheries; and
(iii) bioeconomic modelling. We then examine
policy modelling and fishers’ response to management. These four issues obviously interact, but each
of them leads to different modelling approaches,
which is the focus of this paper.

PR

Modelling exploitation and management policies

e.g. cost of travelling to fishing grounds. Uncertainty about resource location and communication
of information between fishermen are likely to alter
fishermen perception of expected benefits (Allen and
McGlade 1986). Finally, weather conditions (Campbell and Hand 1999) and fishing habits (Hilborn
and Ledbetter 1985; Pelletier and Ferraris 2000;
Mahévas and Trenkel 2002; Salthaug and Aanes
2003) also determine to some extent fishing effort
allocation. In spite of the number of factors
explaining fishing effort allocation, fisheries simulation models generally rely on simplistic descriptions of fishing effort dynamics. Effort may be static,
corresponding to a fixed effort distribution between
model patches or fishing grounds throughout a
given simulation (Sparre and Willmann 1993;
Pelletier and Magal 1996). Alternatively, effort
may be dynamic, varying at each time step
according to some pre-determined equation or
algorithm. Such models often rely on the assumption that fishermen preferentially allocate fishing
effort to areas with highest expected benefit. Hilborn
and Walters (1987) sequentially allocated effort
between fishing grounds by dedicating a fraction of
effort to exploratory fishing, and allocating remaining effort to areas with highest catch rates. Tanaka
et al. (1991) used this algorithm for simulating
resource dynamics under several management
scenarios for a crab fishery. Many models refer to
the so-called gravity model of Caddy (1975) which
can be written as the general form:

ED

characterized by their mean size and age. In this
model, species can occupy different trophic levels
depending on their size. Migrations and seasonal
effects are not considered (Table 5). The model was
used to explore community-level effects due to
reserve implementation (Shin 2001).

14

ai
pi ¼ P ;
j aj

where pi is the probability of selecting fishing
ground i, and ai is the attractivity of fishing ground
i. Attractivity is generally directly linked to expected
catch rate or expected revenue, which are often
assessed from past CPUE. Because effort appears to
be more concentrated in space than expected from
the gravity equation, Caddy (1975) reweighted
CPUE using historical allocation of fishing effort,
implicitly accounting for factors such as traditions,
distance to port, interactions between fishers, etc.
Several authors have used this gravity equation to
describe spatial allocation of effort as a function of
expected catch or revenue. For instance, along the
same lines as Caddy (1975); Walters et al. (1993)
introduced a concentration parameter to augment
the attractivity of grounds with high abundances,
and they explicitly accounted for distance to port.
For high values of the concentration parameter,
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data aggregated at the fleet level (Vignaux 1996a;
Dorn 2001; Punt et al. 2002).
Unlike models based on catch or profit maximization, Fahrig’s (1993) model is a two-patch model
in which effort in a patch is reallocated to the other
when biomass falls below a threshold; that is
deemed to reflect fleet mobility. This model differs
from previous ones, because effort allocation is seen
as resulting from the decision of leaving a fishing
ground where catch or CPUE value is not high
enough rather than from an optimal behaviour.
This point of view is close to the model of Charnov
(1976) used in optimal foraging theory.

ED

Mixed fisheries
As mentioned in the ‘Introduction’, description of
fishing effort in mixed fisheries is complex because of
the diversity of fishing activities characterized by
target species, fishing gears and fishing grounds
(termed métiers by Biseau and Gondeaux 1988). 5
Métiers reflect the decision made by fishers before
each fishing operation or fishing trip, and are
sometimes called fishing tactics, directed fisheries
or fishery management units (see Pelletier and
Ferraris 2000, for references). Fishing vessel characteristics are also diverse and vessels may practice
several métiers during the year. Fishing activity
may be characterized at the scale of the fishing
operation, i.e. a few hours or a day, and at the vessel
scale, i.e. one or several years (Hilborn 1985; Lewy
and Vinther 1994). This complexity and associated
technical interactions make it difficult to evaluate
fishing mortalities endured by resources. Several
models aimed at evaluating technical interactions in
mixed fisheries through a realistic description of
fishing effort have been developed. The earliest
published models were not spatially explicit; they
attempted to partition fishing mortalities according
to métiers (sometimes called fishery units). Some of
these models were diagnostic models for assessing
medium-term consequences of static allocations of
fishing effort per métier (Murawski 1984; Pikitch
1987; Mesnil and Shepherd 1990). Mesnil and
Shepherd (1990) proposed an age- and lengthstructured model to evaluate the consequences
changes in mesh size, effort level and allocation
between métiers, and minimum commercial size.
Yield per recruit computations were carried out by
Pikitch (1987) for a set of species exploited by a
single fishing activity, and by Murawski (1984) for
several fishing activities. These authors evaluated
the consequences of mesh size regulations and
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their model approximates the sequential model of
Hilborn and Walters (1987) quoted hereabove.
Walters and Bonfil (1999) used a gravity model,
which neither considered distance to port nor
travelling costs, but species prices. Seijo et al.
(1993) and Seijo and Defeo (1994) accounted for
all these factors simultaneously. Allen and McGlade
(1986) parameterized in addition information exchanges between fleets and fishers behaviour with
respect to risk. ECOSPACE (Walters et al. 1999) also
relies on a gravity model for effort reallocation.
Walters and Bonfil (1999) demonstrated that the
gravity model approximates an ideal free distribution (IFD) of fishing effort (Fretwell and Lucas
1970), which amounts to level off the profitabilities
of fishing grounds. Although the gravity model has
not been tested from real data, Gillis et al. (1993)
showed that the IFD was a good candidate for
explaining the spatial allocation of fishing effort in
the case of the Hecate Strait trawl fishery. Rijnsdorp
et al. (2000a,b, 2001) used the IFD assumption to
model allocation of fishing effort for the Dutch beam
trawl fishery in the North Sea.
Another approach to spatial allocation of fishing
effort consists in modelling the probabilities of
choosing alternative fishing grounds as a function
of explanatory factors. These models are termed
multiple choice models or random utility models
(RUM) (Eales and Wilen 1986; Wilen et al. 2002;
see Hutton et al. 2004, for more details and
references) and are fitted to data such as interviews
and catch and effort data per trip and per vessel.
Results may be used to predict spatial and temporal
allocation of fishing effort. Holland and Sutinen
(1999) and Hutton et al. (2004) applied multinomial logit choice models to estimate the probabilities
of alternative fishers’ decisions regarding spatial
allocation of effort. Fitted models were then used to
simulate effort allocation in fisheries dynamics
models (Holland 2000; Hutton et al. 2004). In
Holland and Sutinen’s (1999) model, the choice of a
fishing ground relied on its expected profitability,
which depended on the average revenue rate of
vessels that fished in that area in the past, and on
travel costs. The fact that the vessel already fished
there in the past was also taken into account.
Hutton et al. (2004) modelled the probability of a
vessel selecting a fishing ground as a function of
average trip duration, number of trips made to that
area and value per unit effort in the past. Spatial
allocation of fishing effort has also been modelled
from generalized linear or additive models fitted to
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Allen and McGlade (1986) modelled the dynamics
of the groundfish fishery of Nova Scotia to investigate the consequences of fishers’ behaviour upon
fishery’s dynamics, but did not consider management measures. Tanaka et al. (1991) modelled a
flatfish trawl fishery in the Japan Sea to explore
resource dynamics as a function of spatial allocation
of fishing effort. The bioeconomic model BEAM4
(Sparre and Willmann 1993) is generic, consisting 6
of a biological and technical submodel to compute
the relationship between fishing effort and yield,
and an economic submodel to compute various
measures of economic performance. Outputs of the
bio-technical submodel form the inputs to the
economic submodel. Given an initial allocation of
fishing effort among fleets, the model computes
equilibrium projections. Effort-based management
measures may be tested by modifying fleet size, fleet
selectivity or the spatial allocation of fishing effort of
fleets. More recently, Walters and Bonfil (1999)
presented a multispecies spatial stock assessment
model for the groundfish fishery of British Columbia
to test management measures like global TACs,
global effort limitation, and permanent closures of
fishing grounds. Differences in fishing activity are
described by a set of fishing grounds with distinct
species compositions. Exploitation is conducted by a
single fleet. Holland (2000) modelled the Georges
Bank groundfish fishery for investigating the consequences of management by permanent no-take
reserves (termed sanctuaries in his paper). Again,
fishing activity is determined by selection of a fishing
ground corresponding to a particular species, and
vessels are assumed identical. Travel time to fishing
grounds is accounted for in effort computation. In
the case of Australia’s South East mixed fishery,
Punt et al. (2002) proposed a set of operating models
that account for technical interactions and spatial
aspects. They were used for evaluating TAC and
restrictions on total effort, but not MPA. The TEMAS
toolbox (Sparre 2003) contains a spatially explicit
fisheries simulation model intended to assess mixed
fisheries and management options including catch
quotas and technical measures like closed areas, but
no results have yet been published. These two
models account for discarding.
To summarize, there exist few spatially explicit
models that include multispecies and multifleet
aspects for the purpose of testing the effectiveness
of MPA designs. In these models, fishing activities
are defined by fishing grounds. The explored MPA
designs are mostly permanent no-take zones.
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global effort limitations. Holland and Maguire
(2003) analysed catch and revenues arising from
alternative effort controls. Murawski and Finn
(1986) and Marchal and Horwood (1996) developed optimization models aimed at finding the
allocation of fishing effort between métiers or gears
that ensures sustainable exploitation. In these
models, fishing effort is static and its allocation
between métiers or gears is fixed. In contrast, fishing
activity is more complex and fishing effort becomes
dynamic in Laloë and Samba (1991); Laurec et al.
(1991) and Laloë et al. (1998). Fishing vessels were
grouped into strategies, i.e. groups of vessels that
resorted to the same set of métiers throughout the
year. In Laurec et al.’s (1991) model, fishing effort
was allocated from year to year between métiers
based on a trade-off between rent maximization
(selection of the métier with maximum expected
benefit) and inertia (tendency to continue using the
same métier). The weights of the trade-off were
specific to each strategy. In Laloë and Samba’s
(1991) model, the proportion of vessels changing
métier at a given month was the average of the net
expected benefits respectively associated to this
métier and to the initial métier, weighted by a
flexibility coefficient. Expected benefit was calculated as the average of the revenue obtained in the
previous month and the revenue obtained the year
before in the same month. More recently, Ulrich
et al. (2002) presented a bioeconomic model of the
North Sea flatfish fishery to compare the biological
and economic performances of management by
total allowable effort (TAE) vs. total allowable catch
(TAC). In this model, fishing activity was structured
by fleets according to vessel size and gear. Fleets
differed in catchability and exploitation costs.
Catchability changed over years because of trends
in fishing power, in relation to skipper skills
(technical efficiency), vessel characteristics and
equipment (represented by the level of investment)
and annual time spent fishing (see also Ulrich et al.
1999).
The above models are not spatially explicit, so
that they ignore differences between fishing
grounds, and cannot address the question of
effort allocation between métiers that exploit distinct areas, depending, e.g. on target species distribution and travel costs. In this case, spatially
explicit models are needed to properly explore the
dynamics of the fisheries, in particular, under MPA
management. There are few such models for mixed
fisheries.
16
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through a Cobb–Douglas production function. In
the ECOSEED model developed from ECOSPACE by
Beattie et al. (2002), each fishing ground (i.e. each
grid cell) is assigned an economic value that
encompasses revenues per fleet and per biomass
pool and existence values of species pools, as well as
fixed costs and operating costs. ECOSEED aims at
finding the MPA design which maximizes economic
rent and/or existence value under several policies.
Existence value refers to conservation objectives.
These authors considered a no-take zone and a
trawl-exclusion MPA in the North Sea (Tables 5
and 6).
Sumaila (2002) searched for optimal reserve size
in a cod-like fishery with a coastal fleet and a trawler
fleet, considering separate or joint management.
To the exception of Beattie et al. (2002) who
considered a trawl-exclusion scenario, published
bioeconomic models only addressed no-take zones,
and not MPAs in the form of spatial restrictions of
targeted fishing activities.
Policy modelling and fishers’ response to management
In the papers listed above, the establishment of an
MPA was modelled as a fraction of the region closed
or a constraint on effort allocation. Most papers
focused on no-take zones, and MPA were rarely
compared with other management measures (Tables 2, 4–6). Along the same line of thought, only a
few models were able to investigate the performance
of combined management policies (Tables 4 and 6).
However, such investigations are necessary because
the ability of MPA to ensure resource conservation
and reduce overexploitation is much improved
when additional management measures are simultaneously implemented.
As noted by many authors, MPA impact will
largely depends upon the way fishing effort is
reallocated after implementation. Many of the
models quoted above assume more or less implicitly
that effort uniformly redistributes over the remaining fisheries area. In bioeconomic models, fisher’s
response is generally made endogenous through
optimization behaviours that are mostly theoretical
models. Beattie et al. (2002) and Sumaila (2002)
consider responses based on game theory: fleets may
either cooperate, i.e. seek to maximize joint benefit
to the fishery, or not, i.e. seek to maximize their own
benefit.
Many models are unsuitable to investigate fisher’s
response either because authors assume a static
distribution of effort and compare alternative fishing
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Bioeconomic modelling
By bioeconomic modelling, we mean fisheries models that incorporate economic parameters or variables, either as forcing variables or as endogenous
variables (i.e. variables with their own dynamics in
the model). Several models quoted in the subsection
on spatial allocation of fishing effort include a
behavioural component of effort allocation in
response to spatiotemporal variations in economic
variables. At this stage, we concentrate on models
that evaluate economic consequences of MPA at the
scale of the fishery, and we only describe the
economic component of bioeconomic models as
biological components were already dealt with in
‘Population and ecosystem modelling’.
BEAM4 (Sparre and Willmann 1993) is the first
bioeconomic model for evaluating consequences of
alternative spatiotemporal allocations of fishing
effort (even if it was not presented in this perspective). In this static model, the economic performance of the fishery is calculated from fixed costs and
fixed prices.
Sanchirico and Wilen (1999,2001a,b) proposed
dynamic models where the rent function depends
on the management of the fishery at stake. Recall
that, in an open-access fishery, rent is dissipated at
equilibrium (Gordon 1954), so that net rent in
each patch tends to zero. Sanchirico and Wilen’s
(2001b) model includes global costs (opportunity
cost tied to vessel capital and ex-vessel price) and
patch-specific costs per unit effort (sometimes
termed proportional costs). The Schaefer production function is also specific to each patch. In this
model, the equilibrium is only affected by biological parameters, while economic response rates
influence the convergence rate to the equilibrium.
In particular, these authors look for conditions
that guarantee a double payoff, i.e. an increase in
both yield and biomass (Tables 2 and 6). The
model was adapted by Sanchirico and Wilen
(2001a) to depict a limited-entry fishery managed
through vessel licenses. The rent then comprises in
addition the opportunity cost tied to license price.
The impact of reserve creation is studied for a
three-patch system with different biological connectivities between patches (closed populations,
adjacent populations linked, all populations linked)
(Table 2).
Boncoeur et al. (2002) considered not only fisheries objectives, but the ecotouristic value of a seal
population that is a predator of an exploited fish
population (Table 6). Ecotouristic rent is modelled
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Reference

Management scenarios
investigated

Holland and Brazee
(1996)

Open access outside no-take
zone

Hannesson (1998)

Open access outside no-take
zone

Sumaila (1998)

No-take zone

Pitcher et al. (2002)

MPA and artificial reef
system

Sanchirico and Wilen
(2001b)

Open access outside no-take
zone

Sanchirico and Wilen
(2001a)

Licence system outside
no-take zone

Anderson (2002)

Open access outside no-take
zone

Beattie et al. (2002)

No-take zone
Trawl exclusion

Boncoeur et al. (2002)

Open access outside no-take
zone
Ecotourism
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Open access outside no-take
zone

effort allocation schemes or because fishing effort
dynamics is not directly affected by policies. Another
reason for the lack of account for fisher’s response
18

Optimal reserve size greatly varies with overall effort level: at high
levels, 15–19%
In heavily fished fisheries, catch increases under reserve.
Reserves provide benefits if catch or effort cannot be controlled
Little gain expected from MPA if fishing capacity and effort are not
controlled
Conservation and optimal yield require large reserves (70–80%)
Gain in catch would be compensated by increased fishing costs
Fishing season would be shorter in seasonal fisheries
Economic rent maximized for high transfer rates and large MPA
(40–70%)
Biological benefit of reserve in the case of recruitment failure
(See Table 5 for biological consequences)
Small MPA cannot prevent fishery collapse and decrease in economical rent
Large MPA restore valuable fisheries based on reef fish
Total catch will increase only under certain economic and biological
(see Table 2) conditions: costs are low relative to prices in the area to
be closed, so that it is overexploited at equilibrium
License price rises until equal to expected production rent. It is an
indicator of the economic benefit of MPA to the fishery (opportunity
cost)
Double payoff situations are more likely to occur in the case of initial
overexploitation and moderate dispersal. Benefit resulting from
no-take zone depends on siting
For any initial stock size and number of vessels, harvest increases with
reserve size because fishable area smaller and spillover due to
density-dependent migration
Economic equilibrium per vessel when no reserve and stock equals
carrying capacity, or under certain conditions with a reserve
(See Table 5 for biological consequences)
Any MPA solely based on conservation objectives has negative impact
on all fleets
Policy options that consider economic objectives alone or combined
with conservation objectives induce rent increases for some fleets
under any MPA design. The optimal MPA would correspond to a size
of 25–40% of the North Sea area and would be located in the South
and East
Trawl exclusion results in small to large benefits for all other fleets and
for conservation
Immediate trade-off between safe stock level and economic benefit
Interactions between stocks reduce fishery benefits but offer opportunity for ecotourism
Larger size needed to favour ecotourism
Under MPA, biomass increases and catch decreases. In a stochastic
model, MPA reduces catch variance. Biomass increases are
mitigated by large migration rates
Optimal size in all cases is 60–70%
Facing recruitment failure, joint management induces better resource
rebuilding and higher discounted profits with MPA

RR

Open access outside no-take
zone

UN

Sumaila (2002)

CO

Hannesson (2002)

Main results for MPA management

OO
F

Table 6 Bioeconomic models investigating MPA impact: management scenarios investigated and main results.

pertains to the lack of empirical studies aimed at
analysing this response, e.g. from interviews (but
see Rijnsdorp et al. 2001). A conspicuous example
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of fishers response to policy options is provided by
discarding or highgrading behaviours that may
result from TAC regulations. For instance, Ulrich
et al. (2002) considered in their model that fishers
caught species with the largest TAC, and discarded
the others.
A generic simulation tool for policy evaluation

Population
zone

PR

Fishery region

Métier zone

Management
zone

ED

Figure 1 Example of zones considered in the model: a
population zone (grey), a metier zone (vertical lines) and a
management zone (horizontal lines). A métier is a fishing
activity (see ‘Exploitation’). At any time step, fisheries
dynamics depends on the spatial overlaps between zones.

zones are defined independently and are specific to
each population and each fishing activity (Fig. 1). A
monthly time scale makes it possible to describe
seasonal patterns. Seasonal patterns and biological
processes are assumed to remain unchanged across
years. For each population (resp. métier), the spatial
distribution of abundance (resp. fishing effort) is
assumed to be fixed during a population (resp.
métier) season. It is uniform within a corresponding
population or métier zone.
For each population and each fishing activity, the
relationship between fishing effort and fishing mortality is directly linked to the extent and duration of
the spatial overlap between the fishing zone and the
population zone (see Discussion). Similarly, the
impact of a policy on a given fishing activity
depends on the overlap between the management
zone and the fishing zone. The dynamics of populations and fishing activities are thus superimposed.
The number of entities (population, fishing activities) that may be specified in a fishery is, therefore,
only limited by computational considerations.
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Several points raised in the review are addressed in
Integration of Spatial Information and Simulation of
FISHeries management (ISIS-Fish), a simulation tool
based on a spatially explicit model of fisheries
dynamics, and aimed at evaluating the impact of a
variety of policies on the dynamics of a mixed
fishery. As it is generic, ISIS-Fish may be applied to
any fishery that can be described by the modelling
framework.
A preliminary version of the conceptual model
was presented in Pelletier et al. (2001). Model
implementation and the description of the version
1.0 of the software may be found in Mahévas and
Pelletier (2004). In the present paper, we focus on
fisheries modelling and evaluation of management
measures. In particular, we present modelling
choices made in ISIS-Fish, and discuss them in the
light of the previous review. The presentation refers
to version 1.5 that contains several changes in the
model compared with version 1.0. The software may
be downloaded from http://isis-fish.labs.libre-entre7 prise.org/. The most complex version of the model is
presented; however, the model may be applied to
simpler fisheries, e.g. with only one species, a single
fishing activity and non-spatialized dynamics.
The model consists of three submodels: a population model, an exploitation model, and a management model. The population and exploitation models
interact through the relationship between fishing
effort and fishing mortality. The exploitation model
depends on the management model, because fishing
effort is made dependent on management constraints and fishers’ response to these constraints.
Spatial and seasonal scales in the model

UN

The dynamics of the fishery is represented over a
grid encompassing the region where the fishery
takes place. Grid resolution is chosen by the user
according to the questions addressed and according
to the detail of knowledge available about the
fishery. Population zones, fishing zones (called
métier zones, see Exploitation) and management
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Population dynamics
Given a hierarchical conceptual model of the fishery
(Pelletier et al. 2001), several populations may be
defined for a given species. A species is characterized
by its scientific name, and by the fact that the
population is either stage-, length- or age-struc19
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NðtÞ ¼ ½Nðt; z1 Þ; . . . ; Nðt; zj Þ; . . . ; Nðt; zn Þ

ð1Þ

OO
F

ð2Þ

where F(c,z,t) and M(c), respectively, denote the
instantaneous fishing mortality rate of class c in
zone z at time t, and the instantaneous natural
mortality rate of class c. In this formulation,
mortalities are both expressed in month)1. Natural
mortality is assumed to be identical in all zones and
all months. Fishing mortality is computed from
fishing effort as described in ‘Relationship between
fishing effort and fishing mortality’. Survival rates
are arranged into a diagonal matrix SR(t).
From the chronology of processes (Fig. 2), the
evolution of population abundance between t and
t + 1 is written as:


immig
Nðt þ 1Þ ¼ SRðtÞ RðtÞ þ Dmig
season CCseason NðtÞ þ Nseason ;
ð3Þ
Dmig
season

is the
where R(t) is the recruitment vector,
immig
migration matrix, Nseason
is the immigration vector,
and CCseason is the matrix depicting change of class
because of ageing in the case of an age-structured
model, and to individual growth in the case of a
stage-structured model (see Appendix 1, for details
on matrix construction and on change of class).
Equation (3) is simplified if not all demographic
processes occur at time t.

month t

Change
of class

CO

Migrations
Reproduction

RR
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where tN(t) is the transpose of N(t), N(t,z) the row
vector [N(t,c,z),c ¼ 1,…,NbClass], and c, z, NbClass
and n respectively denote a population class, a
population zone, the number of classes and the
number of zones of the population.
Migrations, spawning, recruitment, and change
of class are assumed to occur instantaneously at the
beginning of the time step following the chronology
in Fig. 2. However, all processes do not necessarily
occur at all time steps. Corresponding equations are
given in Appendix 1. Assumptions about migrations are discussed in ‘Which ecological models for
MPA evaluation?’
Unlike other demographic processes, natural and
fishing mortalities affect population abundance
throughout each time step (Fig. 2). Survival rates
follow the classical exponential decay model widely

srðc; z; tÞ ¼ expf½Fðc; z; tÞ þ MðcÞg;

PR

t

used in fisheries models, so that the survival rate of
class c at time t in population zone z is:

ED

tured. Predator–prey relationships between species
are not considered in the model.
The model aims at depicting seasonal and spatial
variations in population abundance, which are tied
to large-scale ontogenic migrations such as migrations of spawners for reproduction, and migrations
linked to habitat preferences such as nurseries or
feeding areas. Population seasons are thus defined
according to the timing of biological processes such
as migrations, growth, reproduction and recruitment. Subdivided population models based on
patches and migration between patches were
deemed appropriate for describing this kind of
dynamics (Lebreton 1996).
For a given population, class- and zone-specific
abundances at the beginning of time step t are
denoted:

t+ε

Recruitment

month t+1

Fishing and
natural mortalities

UN

Figure 2 Chronology of demographic processes during a
given month. e denotes an arbitrarily small time interval to
indicate that change of class, migrations, reproduction and
recruitment are assumed to take place instantaneously at
the beginning of the time step. Change of class occurs
through ageing in the case of age-structured dynamics,
and through individual growth in the case of stagestructured dynamics.
20

Exploitation

In mixed fisheries, vessels generally differ by their size
and as a consequence by their travelling capabilities.
This was modelled through so-called fleets that
comprise vessels making trips of the same duration
(Table 7). Trip duration may be a day, a week, a 8
fortnight or a month, and it determines the maximum
time spent fishing and travelling to fishing grounds
each month. Considering several fleets is particularly
interesting in coastal fisheries, where fishers’ response to management measure may depend on their
geographical activity range. For instance, it may
happen that large vessels make short fishing trips in
coastal areas, whereas they usually exploit more
remote grounds. Excluding these vessels from coastal
grounds is a potentially relevant policy option.
Fishing activity at the trip scale is defined
through métiers, unambiguously described by the
combination of one or several target species, one
fishing gear, and one fishing ground (see ‘Modelling
exploitation and management policies’ under
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Fleet (f)

Métier (m)

Gear (g)

Parameter definition

Number of trips each month
Maximum time spent at sea each month
Number of fishing units per fleet
Proportion of fishing units practising
a given métier each month
Gear used (one)
Gear parameter value
Seasons and zones
Travel time per trip at season
List of target species
Target factor per species at season
Number of fishing operations per day
List of catchable species
Effort unit
Standardization factor
Technical parameter
Range of values for parameter
Selectivity function per catchable species

NbTripsmonth(f)
sea
(f)
MaxTimemonth
NbFU(str,f)
PropStr(str,m,t)
Ttravel(m,t)
rpop(m,t)
NbOpday(m)

PR

Strategy (str)

Parameter notation and
dimension (when needed
for equations)

OO
F

Effort-related
model entity
(notation)

which is métier-specific. Standardized fishing effort
per fishing unit per fleet and per métier gives:
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‘Mixed fisheries’) (Table 7). Fishing follows seasonal
variations in population abundance, and métiers
are generally practised during specific periods of the
year. In a mixed fishery, the variety of target species
results in several groups of vessels resorting to the
same sequence of métiers throughout the year.
From now on, we use the term ‘fishing unit’ (i.e. a
vessel plus a crew) rather than ‘vessel’ to emphasize
that the fishing strategy is tied to skipper choice, not
9 only to vessel type. In ISIS-Fish, these groups of
fishing units were termed strategies (Table 7). They
may comprise fishing units from several fleets.
Fishing effort per métier is calculated at the
month scale for a given métier, as a function of
métier and gear-related parameters (Table 7). Consistently with previous definitions, fishing effort at
month t is calculated in several steps (see parameter
notations in Table 7).
For each métier, an average travel time
Ttravel ðm; tÞ is computed over métier zones at t,
differences in speed between fleets being ignored in
the model. Under these assumptions, fishing time
per fishing unit of fleet f practising métier m is:

qstd(g)
Selpop(l(c),g)

ED

Table 7 Parameterization of fishing
effort. Gear parameter may be quantitative (e.g. mesh size), or categorical
(e.g. hook type).

sea
TimeFU
fishing ðm; f ; tÞ ¼ MaxTimemonth ðf Þ
NbTripsmonth ðf ÞTtravel ðm; tÞ

ð4Þ

Fishing time is converted to standardized fishing
effort, accounting for both the gear used by the
métier and the number of fishing operations per day
 2005 Blackwell Publishing Ltd, F I S H and F I S H E R I E S , 6, 1–43

EFU ðm; f ; tÞ ¼ qstd ðgÞNbOpday ðmÞTimeFU
fishing ðm; f ; tÞ
ð5Þ

Fishing effort per fishing unit then serves to
compute total fishing effort per strategy and per
fleet, accounting for both the number of fishing
units and the allocation of effort between métiers:
Eðm; str; f ; tÞ ¼ NbFUðstr; f Þ
 PropStrðstr; m; tÞEFU ðm; f ; tÞ

ð6Þ

Total standardized fishing effort of métier m at
time t is obtained by summing over strategies and
fleets in Equation (6):
XX
Eðm; tÞ ¼
Eðm; str; f ; tÞ
str

f

In a last step, fishing effort of métier m is allocated
between métier zones of m at time t, assuming a
uniform distribution of effort over the cells of each
métier zone (see Discussion). Fishing effort in métier
zone z is then:
Eðm; z; tÞ ¼ P

Eðm; tÞ
NbCellsðzÞ;
NbCellsðzÞ

ð7Þ

z2Z

where Z is the set of métier zones of m at t, and
NbCells(z) is the number of cells of the métier zone z.
21
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Eðm; zp; tÞ ¼

X
zm2Z

P

Eðm; tÞ
NbCellsðzp \ zmÞ;
NbCellsðzmÞ

zm2Z

ð8Þ
where NbCells(z) is the number of cells of zone z.
Fishing mortality is then obtained considering
gear selectivity, population catchability and métier
target factor:
Fðc; z; m; tÞ ¼ rpop ðm; tÞSelpop ½lðcÞ; gqðc; z; tÞEðm; z; tÞ;
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m

Given the chronology of processes in the model,
fishing mortality applies to N(t + e) and not to N(t)
(Fig. 2), and the number of fish caught in zone z
between t and t + 1 is computed using the classical
catch equation:

EC
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ð9Þ
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Population and exploitation models are coupled via
the relationship between fishing effort and fishing
mortality, the latter serves to calculate population
survival rates.
Each month, fishing effort of métier m is allocated
to population zones in proportion to the intersection
between the population zone and the métier zone,
assuming a uniform distribution of effort within the
métier zone. If the métier has several métier zones at
t, fishing effort per population zone is obtained by
adding efforts from all métier zones that intersect
the population zone. Hence,

fish availability or fish accessibility. This parameterization enables us to distinguish gear-dependent
selectivity effects from gear-independent catchability. Catchability may change during the year
because of particular behaviour, e.g. the burrowing
of egg-bearing female Norway lobster (Nephrops
norvegicus, L. 1758) (De Figueiredo and Thomas
1967), or because of seasonal concentrations of
particular population stages, like spawning (Hall
et al. 1988; Rowley 1994) or wintering areas
(Whitmarsh and Young 1985; Anonymous 1997,
1999). These preferential habitats are in general
small compared with the distribution area of the
population, resulting in concentration effects and
increased fishing mortalities. The catchability model
in ISIS-Fish is such that changes in catchability
because of these concentration effects are consistent between stages, zones and seasons (see
Appendix 2).
Finally, fishing mortality is summed over métiers
to compute the survival rates of Equation (2) at time
t:
X
Fðc; z; tÞ ¼
Fðc; z; m; tÞ
ð10Þ
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Relationship between fishing effort and fishing
mortality
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where q(c,z,t) is the catchability coefficient of class c
in zone z at t. This equation relies on the assumption
that fish instantaneously redistribute within their
population zone during month t.
The target factor rpop(m,t) is necessary to distinguish the impacts of a métier on its target species
and on by-catch species. Moreover, two métiers
fishing in the same zone at t will induce distinct
fishing mortalities on a population, depending on
the target factor. These differences are tied to species
attractivity, and they include the savoir-faire of the
fishers resulting in fine tuning of gears, e.g. rigging,
precise positioning of gears, which are not captured
by gear parameters, nor by the spatial resolution of
the model. For a given métier and population,
rpop(m,t) depends upon season because of métier
seasonality, but it is assumed constant over population stages for simplification. Selectivity of gear g,
denoted Selpop ½lðcÞ; g, is a function of the average
fish length in population class c. It also depends on
the value of the gear parameter.
Note that in this model catchability is the
probability that a fish present in the exploitation
zone be caught by a standard unit of effort made
from a non-selective gear, consistently with
Seber’s (1989) definition, and sometimes termed
22

Fðc; z; tÞ
½Nðc; z; t þ eÞ
Fðc; z; tÞ þ MðcÞ
Nðc; z; t þ 1Þ; c ¼ 1;    ; NbClass;

Cðc; z; tÞ ¼

ð11Þ

where:
Nðc; z; t þ 1Þ ¼ Nðc; z; t þ eÞ
expf½Fðc; z; tÞ þ MðcÞg; c ¼ 1;    ; NbClass
Catches per métier are calculated as:
Cðc; z; m; tÞ ¼

Fðc; z; m; tÞ
Cðc; z; tÞ; c ¼ 1;    ; NbClass
Fðc; z; tÞ
ð12Þ

Policy modelling and fishers’ response to
management measures
The primary goal of ISIS-Fish is to evaluate and
compare the consequences of policies on the
dynamics of a mixed fishery. Particular attention
was paid to policy parameterization, so that a wide
range of policies may be considered, from conventional options like catch quotas (TAC), direct effort
 2005 Blackwell Publishing Ltd, F I S H and F I S H E R I E S , 6, 1–43
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script language that does not require recompiling
the software after changes (Mahévas and Pelletier
2004). For each policy, the script describes the
conditions under which the policy is applied and the
way effort parameters are affected by policy implementation and associated fishers’ response (see
Pelletier et al. 2001 for examples of policies).
The model may consider any policy which can be
structured as defined above. Several measures can
be combined into a management scenario using a
script that contains the conditions of application
and the consequences of the measures to be tested.
Similarly, any fishers’ response that can be written
as a decision rule depending on model parameters
or variables may be implemented. Note also that
policy-independent fishers’ behaviours may also be
modelled by specifying a policy that is not constraining exploitation.
An illustrative example
Fishery parameterization

A simple example of mixed fishery was considered to
illustrate the suitability of ISIS-Fish for policy
evaluation. The fishery takes place in a region of
20 cells with a spatial resolution of 1 in latitude
and longitude (Fig. 3, top left) and exploits two agestructured populations (Table 8) whose seasonal
and spatial dynamics mimic demersal North-East
Atlantic fish populations that reproduce in the first
quarter and exhibit early maturity (Fig. 3). Reproduction is a linear function of spawner numbers and
fecundity rates; it is distributed over 3 months, from
January to March for population 1 and from
February to April for population 2. Recruitment
starts in May for population 1 and in September for
population 2. Distribution of reproduction and
recruitment over their respective seasons exhibit a
peak (Table 8).
Exploitation is carried out by two métiers. Métier
1 target population 1 (r ¼ 4) and incidentally
catches juveniles from population 2 (r ¼ 1) from
May to December. It uses gear 1 with selectivitiesat-age of (0, 1, 1) for population 1 and (0.5, 1, 1, 1)
for population 2. Gear 1 is the standard gear (qstd ¼
1). Because, it targets population 1, métier 1 fishes
exclusively in métier zone zm1 throughout the year,
thus overlapping the area of distribution of the
matures of population 1 (zp2) and intersecting zp3
where immatures of population 1 are present part of
the year (Fig. 3). Métier 2 targets population 2
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control (licences, trip limitations) and gear restrictions, to MPA. As mentioned in the Introduction,
MPA is here taken in the wider sense of any policy
that restricts exploitation in space and possibly in
time. Because our model is spatially explicit with a
monthly time step, the policies considered may
apply either during some months or throughout the
year, and may either apply on the whole fishery
region or within a particular zone. In addition,
fishing was parameterized to accommodate for
policies that target particular gears, métiers, fleets
or strategies, and through several effort parameters
(see Table 7). Thus, a variety of MPA designs and
other policies may be explored from ISIS-Fish.
Each policy is defined by a zone, a season
(starting and ending months), and the years of
application. Additional parameters may be specified
depending on the policy, e.g. populations subject to
TAC and TAC level for each of them, or métiers
targeted by the policy, etc. For each policy, the
model describes the conditions under which the
policy becomes effective, e.g. starting month. For
instance, in the case of a TAC, the condition is that
cumulated landings since the beginning of the year
exceed the TAC value for the species. Implementation of policy results in constraints on exploitation,
that lead fishing units to modify fishing effort in
some respect. These changes are termed ‘fishers’
response to management measure’ in the following.
As mentioned earlier, accounting for these
responses permits a more realistic assessment of
the impact of a policy on both resources and fishing
activities. Compliance to management measure may
also be accounted for in fisher’s response.
When a management measure becomes effective,
it impacts any métier whose fishing zone intersects
the management zone. Fishers’ response depends on
their fishing habits reflected by the strategy and the
métier practised during the management season.
Given the parameterization of effort (Table 7), the
response may (i) affect a métier parameter, for
instance the value of the controllable parameter of
the gear, the target factors, or the métier zone; (ii)
induce changes in métiers by reallocating effort to
other métiers, either in the same strategy or in other
strategies; or (iii) change the number of fishing units
per fleet and/or strategy, for instance in the case of a
license system. For instance, when a TAC is
reached, fishers’ response must describe how the
effort of every métier catching the species is reallocated to other métiers. In practice, policies and
fishers’ response are coded through an interpreted
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Figure 3 Description of spatial processes of population, exploitation and management model: migration, reproduction and
recruitment of the modelled populations (top), métier zones (medium) and management zones (bottom) considered.

UN

(r ¼ 4). It uses gear 2, which is 50% more efficient
than gear 1 (qstd ¼ 1.5), but also more selective
with selectivities-at-age of (0, 0, 1) for population 1
and (0, 0, 1, 1) for population 2. The distribution of
effort for métier 2 follows the distribution of the
matures of population 2, i.e. zm2 from May to
January, and zm3 from February to April. Métier 2
does not generate incidental catch of population 1
(although r ¼ 1) because it uses a selective gear.
Note that in this simplified example target factors
are independent of seasons. Métiers 1 and 2 are
24

defined so that simulations illustrate the issue of
incidental catch and selectivity for mixed fisheries.
In the absence of management policy, the above
allocation of fishing effort remains unchanged from
year to year for both métiers.
There are two fleets making trips of duration
5 days (f1) and 14 days (f2), respectively. Corresponding fishing units are distributed between two
strategies: strategy 1 uses only métier 1 throughout
the year and comprises 50 fishing units from fleet f1
and 20 fishing units from fleet f2, while strategy 2
 2005 Blackwell Publishing Ltd, F I S H and F I S H E R I E S , 6, 1–43
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Population 1

Population 2

Number of age classes
Mean length (cm)
Mean weight (kg)
Natural mortality (year)1)
Age at maturity
Fecundity rate (ind)1)
Temporal distribution of reproduction (prepro)
Temporal distribution of recruitment (prec)
Catchability (*10e6) from January to April
Catchability (*10e6) from May to December
Initial population sizes

3
(5, 20, 30)
(0.1, 0.5, 0.8)
(0.8, 0.2, 0.2)
1
(0, 0.5, 2)
(0.25, 0.5, 0.25)
(0.25, 0.5, 0.25)
(0, 1.25, 2.5)
(0, 1.25, 2.5)
(0,10e8, 10e6)

4
(10, 30, 50, 90)
(0.3, 1.2, 1.9, 2.5)
(0.8, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2)
2
(0, 0, 2, 3)
(0.25, 0.5, 0.25)
(0.5, 0.5)
(0, 1.25, 2.0, 2.5)
(0.5, 1.25, 2.0, 2.5)
(0, 10e8, 10e6, 10e4)

PR

them, we investigated management scenarios involving MPA and TAC policies (Table 9). First, we
considered two MPA scenarios aimed at protecting
spawner concentrations of population 1 by closing
three cells zg3 (Fig. 3, bottom), (i) from January to
April, and (ii) permanently (Table 9). The sensitivity
of fisheries dynamics to MPA size was investigated
through additional scenarios involving the seasonal
closure of zg3, namely: (i) closing only two cells of
zg3; (ii) closing four cells of zg3; and (iii) closing five
cells of zg3 (Fig. 3, bottom). We then considered a
seasonal closure of reproduction zone for population
2 (zg2), and a seasonal closure of zone zg1 where
incidental catch of population 2 juveniles take place
during recruitment season. A TAC policy aimed at
decreasing the fishing pressure endured by population 2 was also tested. Preliminary simulations
showed that a TAC level of 210 kt was needed to
restore population 2. Note that by definition,
discards are not taken into account in the computation of TAC consumption. The last scenario
considered was a combination of TAC (210 kt for
population 2) and MPA (Table 9).
Fisher’s response to TAC implementation is as
follows: as soon the TAC of a species is reached, the
métiers for which the species is an important target
reallocate effort to other métiers according to
priorities depending on gear and strategy. Other
métiers simply discard species catch altogether. In
the case of an MPA, the métiers directly affected by
the MPA are those whose métier zone intersects
partially or totally with the management zone.
When the intersection is partial, effort is reallocated
to the rest of the métier zone; when the métier zone
is enclosed in the management zone, fishers remain
at port. This latter choice was made for simplification; alternatively, fishers may have switched to the
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0
400
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Catch (kt)
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CO

Biomass (kt)
0 400 1000

UN

Catch (kt)
0 20 40 60

Population 2

Population 1

comprises 10 fishing units from fleet f1 and 30
fishing units from fleet f2. From January to April,
half of the fishing units of strategy 2 practise métier
1, the other ones using métier 2, and from May to
December, all of them practise métier 2.
Given these population and exploitation parameters, both population are overexploited, i.e. biomass
and catch exhibit declining trends over time in the
absence of management (Fig. 4). In order to restore

OO
F

Parameter

ED

Table 8 Biological parameters of
populations considered in the example. The last class of each population
is a plus-group. Natural mortality
coefficients were then transformed to
monthly values to be used in equations (2) and (11). Catchabilities
pop ðc; tÞ in equacorrespond to q
tion (A.2.4) of Appendix 2.

1
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Figure 4 Biomass and catch trajectories obtained in the
absence of policy (filled line), and under the seasonal
closure of zg3 (four cells) (dotted line, Table 9 and Fig. 3).
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Table 9 Management scenarios considered in the example and consequences on fishing effort allocation.

Closure of zg3 between
January and April (denoted
MPA ¼ ZG3 on Figs 6 & 7)
Permanent closure of zg3
(see results on Fig. 5)

Protect reproduction of
pop1

Closure of zg2 between
February and April (denoted
MPA ¼ ZG2 on Figs 6 & 7)
Closure of zg1 from May to
December (denoted MPA ¼
ZG1 on Figs 6 & 7)

Protect reproduction of
pop2

TAC on pop2
(denoted TACpop2 on Figs 6
& 7)

Reduce fishing pressure on
pop2

TAC on pop2 and closure of
zg3from January to April
(denoted TACpop2 + MPA ¼
ZG3 on Figs 6 & 7)

Reduce fishing pressure on
pop2 and protect reproduction of pop1

Métier 1 reallocates effort to
the rest of zm1
Métier 2 not affected
Métier 1 reallocates effort to
the rest of zm1
métier 2 not affected
Métier 1 not affected
Métier 2 reallocates effort to
the rest of zm3
Métier 1 reallocates effort to
the rest of zm1
Métier 2 reallocates effort to
the rest of zm3
When TAC reached, métier 2
reallocates effort to métier 1,
and métier 1 discards pop2
catch
From January to April, mt́ier 1
reallocates effort to the rest of
zm1. From May to December,
métier 1 reallocates effort to
zm1
When TAC reached, métier 2
reallocates effort to métier 1,
and métier 1 discards pop2

Protect all stages of pop1

Decreased F for pop1
Increased F for pop2 (particularly
for immatures)
Decreased F for pop1
Increased F for pop2
No consequence for pop1
Decreased F for pop2

Decreased F for pop1
Cancel catch of pop2 by métier 1

Increased F for pop1
Decreased F for pop2

Decreased F for pop1
Decreased F for pop2

EC
T

Avoid incidental catch of
juveniles of pop2

Expected consequences on
populations

OO
F

Consequences on effort

PR

Objective

ED

Management scenario

F, pop1 and pop2 respectively stand for fishing mortality, population 1 and population 2. Zones are displayed in Fig. 3.

other métier. These decision rules led to the effort
reallocations indicated in Table 9.

RR

Results

UN

CO

As mentioned in ‘Fishery parameterization’, the
current parameterization of the model was such
that both populations were overexploited when no
policy is regulating exploitation (Fig. 4). Seasonal
variations of population and exploitation dynamics
were illustrated by biomass and catch trajectories. A
seasonal MPA located in zg3 (Fig. 3, Table 9) was
efficient at reversing overexploitation for population
1, but not for population 2 (Fig. 4). In the case of
population 1, note that seasonal patterns in biomass
and catch were modified by implementation of an
MPA; in particular, catch was more evenly distributed throughout the year. This MPA design barely
affected population 2.
Scenarios were compared for biomass and catch
ratios computed as follows: population biomass in
the last time step of the final year simulation
(December, year 10) was divided by population
26

biomass in December of the second year. For catch,
cumulated catch in year 10 was divided by cumulated catch in year 2. We used values in year 2 rather
than in year 1, as they were less sensitive to initial
conditions. These two ratios, respectively denoted F/I
biomass ratio and F/I catch ratio, illustrate the
restoration of population and subsequent catches
throughout the simulation. To facilitate comparison
across scenarios, we also computed ratios relative to
the final year with and without policy. For a given
scenario and population, we thus divided (i) population biomass in December of year 10 under that
scenario by population biomass in December of year
10 in the absence of policy, denoted w/wo biomass
ratio; and (ii) cumulated catch in year 10 under that
scenario by cumulated catch in the absence of policy,
denoted w/wo catch ratio.
We first investigated the influence of zg3 size
upon biomass and catch of population 1 (Fig. 5). An
MPA smaller than four cells appeared inefficient at
restoring the biomass of population 1 (Fig. 5a).
Furthermore, final catch was larger than initial
catch only for MPA sizes larger than four cells
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Figure 5 Impact of MPA size for the closure of zg3 (Fig. 3, bottom) from May to December. Sizes investigated ranged from
two to five cells (Fig. 3, bottom). F/I biomass ratio corresponds to December biomass in year 10 divided by December
biomass in the second year of the simulation. F/I catch ratio corresponds to cumulated catch in the last year of the
simulation divided by cumulated catch in the second year of the simulation. w/wo biomass ratio is equal to December
biomass in year 10 under a given policy divided by December biomass in year 10 in the absence of policy. w/wo catch ratio
is total catch in year 10 under a given policy divided by the total catch in the absence of policy. The diamond-shaped point
corresponds to a permanent closure of zg3 (three cells).
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(Fig. 5b). The seasonal closure of zg3 induced a
decline in catch in the first year (Fig. 4). In contrast,
biomass increased as soon as the MPA was implemented. Ratios of final biomass (or catch) under the
MPA to final biomass (or catch) without fishing
regulation (Fig. 5c & d), showed that, whatever the
size of zg3, the status of population 1 would have
been worse in the absence of policy, and that final
catch was in any case larger with a seasonal closure
of zg3 than without regulation, e.g. 9% larger in the
case of a small-sized MPA and 47% larger in the
case of a medium-sized MPA (three cells). Note that
a four cells closure amounts to closing 57% of the
métier zone for métier 1 during 4 months. In the
same series of simulations, we considered a permanent closure of zg3 (three cells) (point in Fig. 5a–d).
Results showed that extending the January to April
closure to the entire year did not provide any
additional benefit neither to population 1 nor to
catch, although individuals of age 2 are located in
the area closed from May to December (Fig. 3).
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We then compared a TAC policy and several
MPA designs (Table 9), including the MPA-zg3
mentioned above. Biomass and catch ratio based
on initial and final values showed that few policies
were able to restore populations (Fig. 6a) given
initial population sizes. The TAC on population 2
improved catch and biomass ratio for this population (Fig. 6a), but was moderately harmful for
population 1 because of effort reallocation once the
TAC was reached (Table 9). We further explored
other TAC values to better appraise their consequences on catch and biomass (Fig. 7a–d). Only
TAC values <240 kt would be able to increase the
biomass of population 2 with respect to the initial
situation (Fig. 7a & b). Note that several values of
TAC may lead to similar biomass and catch ratios
because the TAC is reached during the same month
(Fig. 7), a result that cannot be anticipated from
stock assessment projection models based on a
yearly time step, and that can be explained by the
monthly time step of our model. For the range of
27
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TAC values explored, catches would increase from
c. 25% with respect to the first year. Any of the
TAC values considered improves biomass and catch
compared to a scenario without policy (Fig. 7c &
d). However, under a TAC policy, a fraction of the
catch was not landed but discarded. Here, population 2 was discarded by métier 1 that did not target
this population. When the TAC value was 210 kt,
discards increased at the same pace as landings
throughout the simulation (Fig. 8). They formed a
large fraction of the catch, which is undesirable. The MPA aimed at protecting population 2
during reproduction (MPA-ZG2) was ineffective
(same ratios as without policy, Fig. 6b). The MPA
aimed at protecting population 1 (MPA-ZG3 with
four cells) was effective for population 1 (Fig. 6a &
b, see also Fig. 5), but moderately harmful to
population 2 because of effort reallocation (Table 9,
Fig. 6b). Among the scenarios considered, this one
was the most beneficial to population 1, biomass
(resp. catch) being multiplied by 3 (resp. 2) at the
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Figure 6 Biomass and catch ratios
obtained for the management scenarios of Table 9. Biomass and catch
ratio are the same as in Fig. 5. B1,
C1, B2 and C2 respectively denote
the biomass and catch ratios for
populations 1 and 2.

end of the simulation, compared a scenario with no
policy (Fig. 6b). All these measures aimed at a
single population had negative impacts on the
other one. We, thus, combined a TAC for population 2 and the MPA-ZG3 with four cells (aimed at
restoring population 1). This scenario improves
biomasses and catches for both populations
(Fig. 6a), although MPA benefits for population 1
were mitigated by effort reallocation linked with
TAC implementation. In contrast, this combined
scenario increased population 2 biomass and catch
more than the TAC on its own, whereas the MPA
alone does not improve the status of population 2.
Hence, combined measures may be more efficient
than individual ones, and a population may
benefit from an additional measure, even if it is
not targeted by the measure. Therefore, it is
important that models are able to consider
scenarios involving several measures, and to evaluate their consequences on several populations and
métiers.
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Figure 7 Biomass and catch ratios of population 2 obtained for several values of TAC. Biomass and catch ratio are the
same as in Fig. 5.
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Figure 8 Landings and discards
resulting from a policy with a TAC of
210 kt. Landings are displayed using
a full line, and discards with a dotted
line.
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Finally, as expected, the small MPA aimed at
reducing technical interactions (MPA-ZG1) moderately increased biomass and catch for population 2,
whereas population 1 was barely affected. These
results illustrated the fact that a small and temporary MPA may entail non-negligible benefits to a
fishery if properly sited with respect to both
 2005 Blackwell Publishing Ltd, F I S H and F I S H E R I E S , 6, 1–43
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population and exploitation features. Population 2
being initially overexploited, implementation of
MPA-ZG1 results in catch increase because the
overall exploitation pattern of the population is
improved.
These results showed that policy consequences
may be difficult to anticipate, even in a simple case.
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Habitat-related effects were not considered because no models account for habitat. Multiple species models are those including several populations with no interspecific relationships, like those used for
mixed fisheries.
N, not appropriate; SSB, spawning stock biomass; *low; **medium; ***good.
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Many different models have been proposed for
exploring the impact of MPAs on the dynamics of
exploited populations. Simple models are mainly
heuristic and suited to address general questions,
whereas more sophisticated models are more useful
for issues of MPA design and quantitative evaluation of MPA impact. This dichotomy was also
pointed out by Gerber et al. (2003) under the terms
of strategic vs. tactical models (following Levins
1966). Despite this typology, both kinds of models
are often used to make recommendations about the
MPA designs required for achieving conservation
and sustainable exploitation goals.
Our review points out the discrepancies and
sometimes the contradictions between results
obtained from different models. Although model
objectives may not be the same, it is necessary to put
these discrepancies in perspective. For this purpose,
the different model types were considered in light of
their ability to address and assess the effects that can
be expected from MPA establishment. Ecological and
fisheries-related effects were listed from review
papers about MPA (see Pelletier et al. 2005 for a list
of effects). Based on our literature review, we rated
each model type with respect to its ability to address a
given effect (Table 10). Although subjective, this

Spillover of
recruited stages

EC
T

Which ecological models for MPA evaluation?

Enhancement of
fisheries yield

In this section, we discuss the results of the review
in the light of ‘An illustrative example’, first for
ecological models, i.e. population and trophic models, and then for exploitation and management
models. In the last subsection, we propose desirable
features for policy-screening tools.

Spillover
of eggs and
larvae

Discussion

Table 10 Ecological and fisheries-related effects expected from the establishment of an MPA, and estimated ability of each model type to address each effect.

Some of our results may be because of the zoning
and timing chosen for populations and métiers, and
they should not be taken as evidence for the relative
performance of TAC vs. MPA in general. We believe
policy performances are highly dependent on the
fishery of interest. In addition, we did not carry out
a full sensitivity analysis for parameters and initial
population sizes. The example was only for illustrating the use of ISIS-Fish for policy screening. Other
studies including sensitivity analyses and comprehensive simulation designs, are being undertaken to
investigate these issues in the case of real fisheries
(e.g. Drouineau et al., unpublished data, available
from the corresponding author).

Changes in
assemblage structure

Spatially explicit fisheries simulation models for policy evaluation D Pelletier and S Mahévas
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restricted in range. These models are not appropriate to study MPA efficiency as a function of fish
mobility because fish mobility is limited in range
and timing. Conversely, they give more insight into
issues of MPA location, size and timing. They do not
account for dispersion effects that tend to smooth
spatial distributions of fish; in contrast, they are
needed to depict spatial concentrations of fish due,
e.g. to ontogenic migrations and stage-specific
habitat preferences, which are inherent to many
fish populations. These processes induce spatial
segregations of stages and seasonal concentrations
of abundances resulting in increased vulnerability
to fishing. In that case, accounting for seasonal
patterns is important, but rarely taken into account
in the models reviewed, so that designs linked with
timing of closures may not be investigated. The ISISFish population model was indeed designed to
address these issues. Like many spatially explicit
models quoted in the review, it is a subdivided
population model (Lebreton 1996), i.e. an age or
stage-structured model where the population is
distributed in a limited number of zones. Its main
features are the exponential decay model, growth
and reproduction functions, and discrete migrations
based on transfer rates (see ‘Population dynamics’).
There are still some limitations in the population
model. Hence, in the case of sedentary species, it is
necessary to define a population zone for each cell
comprised in the area of distribution, to limit
dispersion-like effects linked to the assumption of
homogeneity within a population zone. Moreover,
the assumption of instantaneous redistribution of
abundance (resp. effort) within each population
(resp. effort) zone facilitates calculating fishing
mortality, but results in underestimating the protection provided by an MPA that does not comprise
the entire population zone. Models assuming
instantaneous discrete migrations are not fully
appropriate for depicting gradual ontogenic movements of fish, such as migration towards deeper
waters as fish get older; although they can used for
this purpose in first approximation. A model describing at the same time small-scale dispersion and
large-scale migrations would be more satisfying in
this respect (see e.g. Holland 2000).
There are few examples of subdivided population
models that explicitly depict spatial and seasonal
aspects linked to ontogenic processes (Walters et al.
1993; Pelletier and Magal 1996; Holland 2000; 10
ISIS-Fish). Under the objective of sustainable
exploitation, the MPA size required to ensure
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rating illustrates the need to resort to spatially
explicit models to evaluate MPA-related effects. It
also highlights that there is presently no modelling
tool to investigate the full range of effects expected
from MPA. This is not surprising as effects pertain to
different processes involving different scales in time
and space.
In terms of resource conservation goals, the
papers reviewed generally conclude that MPA may
be useful to maintain or restore populations. Most of
the papers listed only consider no-take reserves.
Recommendations about the appropriate MPA
design required to achieve conservation are diverse.
In non-spatial models, unrealistically large reserves
are found to be necessary, particularly in the
absence of other policies (Table 2). Note however,
that in overexploited situations, the fishing effort
reduction required to restore resources may be as
unrealistic as the MPA size needed to meet the same
objective (Pelletier and Magal 1996). When it
comes to spatially explicit models, reserve location
is an additional parameter to be considered for MPA
design, and an appropriate location with respect to
population and exploitation dynamics has been
shown to be as important as reserve size (Table 4,
Stockhausen et al. 2000; Meester et al. 2001; Morgan and Botsford 2001; Apostolaki et al. 2002). Die
and Watson (1992) and Crowder et al. (2000)
predict that reserves may even have negative effects
if badly located or designed. In addition, a large but
poorly located MPA may provide a false sense of
security (Stockhausen et al. 2000). In the case of
seasonal patterns, the adequate timing of the
closure or management measure is an additional
important factor for MPA efficiency (Pelletier and
Magal 1996; Guénette et al. 2000).
Population movements and mobility appear critical for MPA efficiency; the way movements are
modelled determines the kind of movements investigated. Many models assume dispersal rates corresponding
to
non-oriented
diffusion-like
movements. Such models are particularly appropriate for pelagic species. Under this assumption, the
degree of mobility might mitigate positive effects
within and outside the reserve (Table 4). But, even
for mobile species, a reserve is a way to increase
population resilience, particularly if the reserve
encompasses a reproduction zone. Other models
depict movements occurring at particular times and
quantified by migration rates (or transfer rates,
Table 4). These are relevant for depicting movements that are predictable, oriented, and possibly
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where population dynamics, effort dynamics and
management are most likely to interfere with one
another.
Accounting for the environmental influence of
larval dispersion schemes in population dynamics
models, remains an open and important issue (see
Botsford et al. 1994; Stockhausen et al. 2000;
Morgan and Botsford 2001). It is technically complex, because it requires coupling population
dynamic models and hydrodynamic models that
involve different scales and processes, and thus
different modelling approaches.
Our discussion focused so far on population
modelling, but several effects expected from MPA
pertain to communities or ecosystems like biodiversity protection and changes in assemblage structure
(Table 10). These changes generally occur at longer
time-scales than effects such as restoration of
targeted species and fisheries changes (see e.g.
trophic cascades in Pinnegar et al. 2000 and Shears
and Babcock 2003). Reviewed population models
(Table 4) as well as the ISIS-Fish model do not
consider predator–prey interactions, and therefore
cannot be used to evaluate shifts in community
structure that could follow MPA implementation.
Multispecies and ecosystem models (Table 5) are
necessary for addressing these questions. But modelling trophic relationships is complex, and existing
models cannot encompass demographic structures
and ontogenic migrations at the population level
(see ‘Population and ecosystem modelling’ for details). Therefore, they are poorly suited for exploring
fisheries-related effects and MPA designs.
We believe that not all MPA effects may be
investigated through a single tool, because of
modelling limitations. We recommend that three
kinds of models be used for MPA evaluation. First,
population models focused on larval dispersion in
relation to hydrodynamics are needed to identify
critical timing or areas for the population to be
restored or protected, and to evaluate MPA designs
with respect to larval dispersion and settlement
schemes. They may describe demographic structure
(see Stockhausen et al. 2000), but they cannot
detail exploitation features. Secondly, stage-structured spatially and seasonally explicit population
models (whenever available information permits)
are particularly suited for evaluating a variety of
MPA designs, and comparing them with other
management measures. They are easily coupled
with exploitation models. They could also integrate
results and hypotheses obtained from the first kind
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conservation is generally found to be smaller when
using these models than the one predicted from
simpler models. In the example of ‘An illustrative
example’, a closure of 4 months in a zone covering
57% of the fishing ground of one métier (the
reproduction zone of population 1) was sufficient
on its own to restore the targeted population.
Closing areas where fish aggregate seasonally
results in sharp reductions of fishing mortality
(Pelletier and Magal 1996; Holland 2000; Apostolaki et al. 2002; see also ‘Results’), because MPA
contributes not only to decreasing overall fishing
pressure, but also to improve exploitation patterns.
For instance, an MPA aimed at juvenile protection
will decrease corresponding fishing mortality.
In a spatially and seasonally explicit model, the
distinction between reproduction and recruitment
(in terms of areas and timing) is necessary for a
realistic evaluation of fishing impact, because
spawning areas and nurseries are generally located
in segregated areas corresponding to different habitat requirements. Such a distinction is particularly
relevant for assessing technical interactions such as
those leading to discards of juvenile fish. In parallel,
it permits considering a wider range of MPA designs
to protect populations, e.g. designs aimed at protecting seasonally vulnerable population stages
(Walters et al. 1993; Pelletier and Magal 1996;
ISIS-Fish). In this respect, a seasonal closure during
recruitment may be as efficient at protecting the
population as a permanent closure (see ‘Results’).
The difficulty of estimating migration coefficients
together with the sensitivity of population dynamics
to these parameters is often put forward as an
argument against developing spatially explicit models. With regard to ontogenic migrations, this
argument might hold less. Nurseries and spawning
sites, as well as reproduction and recruitment times
are relatively well identified for many fish populations. In addition, spawner migration and recruitment are often ‘en masse’ movements, and the issue
of precisely estimating corresponding migration
coefficients is not so crucial as for coefficients linked
to redistribution of stages in several areas.
In the light of our review and our experience with
ISIS-Fish, it appears that population models for
evaluating MPA impact and exploring design issues
should accurately describe (i) the relationship
between spawning and recruitment including possible larval dispersion schemes; and (ii) the spatial
patterns of populations that influence fishing effort
allocation, in particular at intermediate scales
32
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We now focus on fisheries models that explicitly
describe exploitation. The range of models proposed
to capture exploitation and management dynamics
is far more reduced than for populations, and
spatially explicit models for mixed fisheries are few
(Sparre and Willmann 1993; Walters and Bonfil
1999; Holland 2000; Punt et al. 2002; Sparre
2003; ISIS-Fish). Several bioeconomic models have
been developed; they are mostly theoretical heuristic models where effort either has its own dynamics
(endogenous effort) following for instance a rent
dissipation model or it is estimated through the
model under the assumption that economic rent is
maximized.
A few general consequences resulting from MPA
establishment may be listed. First, MPA appear as a
desirable option only in overexploitation situations,
i.e. if fishing mortality is initially high enough.
Although often quoted in the papers, this should not
be surprising as MPA are always designed to
decrease fishing pressure. Thus, considering MPA
for fisheries management purposes is only relevant
in overexploited situations. In contrast, other policies can be designed to either increase or decrease
fishing pressure. Moreover, because MPAs act as
spawner and recruit reservoirs when properly
designed, they may appear more efficient at addressing recruitment overfishing than growth overfishing.

Although benefits for resource conservation are
quite general (see ‘Which ecological models for
MPA evaluation?’), benefits for catch and even more
so economic benefits to the fishery appear more
questionable. Results largely differ among models,
in terms of both optimal reserve size for sustainable
rent and catch levels.
In addition, the literature review indicates that
several important issues linked to exploitation and
management are not presently fully addressed. First,
existing models do not permit investigating a wide
range of MPA designs. They mostly focus on no-take
zones. Spatial restrictions of fishing for certain gears
or fishing activities are rarely investigated (but see
e.g. ECOSPACE and Martell et al. (2000)). Secondly,
MPAs are seldomly compared to other policies.
Likewise, combinations of MPAs with other management measures are almost never considered. Yet,
its is acknowledged that MPA establishment must
be accompanied by a reduction in fishing capacity
[e.g. Guénette et al. (2000)], otherwise the necessary reserve size may be unrealistically large [e.g.
Sladek Nowlis and Roberts (1999)]. Thirdly, the
behavioural response of fisher to policy implementation is almost never taken into account in policy
evaluation, although it is known as an important
factor for MPA performance, and for policy performance in general.
The exploitation model in ISIS-Fish is more
detailed than in existing models of mixed fisheries,
which rarely explicit fishing activities (see ‘Modelling
exploitation and management policies’). In ISIS-Fish,
fishing activities are described by métiers at the
month level, and by strategies at the year level. This
description may be parameterized by the kind of data
usually collected in documented fisheries (see ‘What
kind of tool is needed for policy-screening?’). The
parameterization of métiers and strategies determines the allocation of fishing effort which may in
turn change during a simulation through fishers’
behaviour and particularly through their response to
policy. An alternative to data-based parameterization
of fishing effort is to encapsulate effort dynamics, e.g.
to make effort endogenous through a relationship,
e.g. based on the assumption of optimal allocation. In
this case, parameterization from real data is difficult,
and we preferred a static effort allocation (in the
absence of fisher’s response) that may be estimated
from data. Note also that encapsulating dynamics
restricts the screening ability of a model.
A key issue in fisheries models is the relationship
between fishing effort and fishing mortality. In

ED

of model. Therefore, they may be used to address
conservation issues at the species level and fisheriesrelated issues (including mixed fisheries issues), but
not for long-term predictions because they assume
that a number of biological parameters and processes remain unchanged throughout the simulation.
In the end, they may provide a list of MPA designs
and management scenarios that are desirable for
sustainable exploitation and for protecting a number of species. Thirdly, multispecies and ecosystem
models should be used for investigating changes in
community following the implementation of the
MPA designs identified from the second kind of
model. It is likely that some designs may be more
easily investigated than others. For instance, seasonal closures or closures targeting certain activities
may be difficult to parameterize in these models.
However, permanent no-take zones which are
preferred options when biodiversity protection is
the primary goal can be tested.
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As to the underlying model, it should be sufficiently detailed to capture the essence of fisheries
dynamics with respect to the scenarios investigated.
We should not ‘go to too much detailed models
without stopping to ask whether the extra is
necessary’ (Walters et al. 1997). In the case of
MPA assessment, spatially explicit models are definitely required for both population and exploitation
components (see ‘Which ecological models for MPA
evaluation?’ and ‘Exploitation and management
modelling’). Policy consequences in mixed fisheries
are difficult to understand if spatial issues are not
taken into account. Seasonal features should also be
explicitly modelled when relevant to the fishery at
hand, i.e. in many cases. In mixed fisheries, the
exploitation model should contain the main components of fishing effort. Effort is the resultant of
gear, time spent fishing and fishers’ behaviour at
both trip scale and year scale. Failing to account for
these components restricts the range of policy
options and associated fishers’ responses that can
be investigated. In addition, considering components of fishing effort is needed to account for costs
that are specific to e.g. gears, fuel or crew salaries,
and thus to build bioeconomic models for policy
evaluation. Regarding management modelling, as
acknowledged in the literature, fishers’ response
should be modelled as well and testing of combined
policies should be made possible.
Secondly, the model should be based on real data.
Model construction should derive not only from
expert knowledge but also from data analyses.
Hence, population zones may be delineated from
multivariate analyses (see e.g. Pelletier and Magal
1996; Verdoit et al. 2003) as well as fishing
grounds (Pelletier and Ferraris 2000). Parameter
estimation within spatial models is generally problematic because of the lack of detailed information
with respect to model complexity. There have been
some attempts to develop estimation procedures for
population models (Maunder 2001; Begley and
Howell 2004; Stefansson and Taylor 2004), but
such approaches are not feasible for fisheries models, particularly for mixed fisheries models. One way
to circumvent this issue to some extent is to ensure
that parameters may be estimated by statistical
analyses independently of the model and in a
consistent way with respect to model equations.
This approach is not fully rigorous from a statistical
standpoint, but it is pragmatic. This is particularly
appropriate for exploitation-related parameters in
mixed fisheries. In ISIS-Fish, the choice of the
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ISIS-Fish, this relationship depends on the extent
and duration of the spatial overlap between the
fishing zone and the population zone, and fishing
mortality is computed from fishing effort by assuming uniform distributions of abundance and effort
over their respective zones. This relationship is
central to ISIS-Fish, as it enables considering any
number of population and fishing activities, with
only computational constraints and it makes it
possible to compute mortalities for all populations
and all métiers, including incidental mortalities.
Consequences of technical interactions inherent to
mixed fisheries may then be investigated (see
‘Results’). Finally, it makes it possible to have
relatively a parsimonious number of zones for each
population and each fishing activity. However, it
requires that zones be carefully sized and delineated
from fisheries data. In particular, the métier zone
must be consistent with the zoning of the primary
target populations, otherwise it would be unrealistic
to assume a uniform distribution of effort over the
métier zone.
With respect to management, policy options may
be diverse and are explicitly modelled and parameterized in ISIS-Fish using a script language. This
way, they may also be combined in a consistent
manner. Fishers’ response is modelled in the form of
decision rules which are believed to be more appropriate to reflect possible behaviours arising from a set
of conditions on the resources, on fishing alternatives and on policies. Note that in ISIS-Fish, decision
rules may also be used to modify fishing effort
allocation even in the absence of policy. Decision
rules may for instance be constructed and parameterized from discrete choice random utility models
such as those developed by Holland and Sutinen
(1999) and Hutton et al. (2004). Spatial and seasonal representations of exploitation and management enable one to consider reallocation of fishing
effort to other zones, métiers and strategies, and
fishers’ response may indeed affect most exploitation
parameters. Thus, consequences of policies may be
explored in a rather realistic way, and particularly
those related to technical interactions and more
generally to multispecies multifleet aspects.
What kind of tool is needed for policy-screening?
To be helpful for fisheries management, a policyscreening tool should display several qualities, some
of them pertaining to the underlying model, and the
others to the tool itself.
34
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form of probability distributions and interpreted
through statistical analysis.
The results shown in ‘An illustrative example’
illustrate the fact that assessing the performance of
MPAs aimed at fisheries management might not be
as simple as might be deduced from many models
developed so far for this purpose. A majority of
models are heuristic tools that provide interesting
qualitative insight, but should not be used for
quantitative predictions. At the other extreme,
conventional fisheries models such as those used
for stock assessment and simulation models aimed
at policy analysis are in general not appropriate for
MPA investigations (also pointed out by Holland
2003). Heuristic tools cannot be used to recommend general rules, such as a fraction of the fishery
region to be closed in order to ensure sustainability,
unless it is clearly specified that the prescription is
purely indicative and that further studies are
required to obtain a more realistic model and
reliable results with respect to the specificities of
the fishery at stake. As underlined by Agardy et al.
(2003), ‘the prescription of simplistic solutions to
marine conservation problems may ultimately
impede the development of MPA for coastal management’.
In the light of the large number of models
published in recent years, the use of mathematical
models to evaluate the impact of MPA has been
challenged by Willis et al. (2003). According to
these authors, ‘the proliferation of models has
resulted in model assumptions evolving into accepted paradigms’. We believe that models are indispensable to evaluate MPA consequences at the scale
of fisheries and ecosystems. They are not just ‘ideas’
(Willis et al. 2003). Rather than disposing of all
models, we advocate the development and use of
models that (i) achieve a trade-off between parsimony and complexity; (ii) are parameterized from
and confronted to real data. In addition, we
recommend that policy evaluation (including
MPAs) relies on several modelling tools used
sequentially or iteratively, because not all consequences may be investigated through a single
tool.
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exploitation model was based on both realism and
consistency with the kind of information available
to estimate corresponding parameters in documented fisheries (e.g. commercial logbook data, fishers
interviews, observer data, etc.). Likewise, the spatial
resolution of ISIS-Fish may be adapted to the level of
knowledge and data availability to facilitate integration of available information about the fishery.
In addition to these desirable model features,
policy-screening tools should display qualities linked
to their utilization. They should be able to incorporate improved knowledge about the fishery and
changes in some model assumptions, as the amount
of uncertainty relative to most fisheries precludes
the use of a unique model formulation and parameterization. For instance, the model of Walters and
Bonfil (1999) and ISIS-Fish are designed to accommodate improved information on population
dynamics as it becomes available. In the same line
of thought, facilities for carrying out simulation
designs and sensitivity analyses should be integrated into any software, as numerous simulations are
required for policy-screening. Simulation designs
must indeed involve combinations of policy designs,
parameter values, and model assumptions to
encompass a plausible range of ‘states of nature’
for the fishery, and thereby warrant that results are
not too dependent on certain parameter values and
assumptions. Accommodating all these features
results in software development that are costly in
terms of both effort and time. Therefore, a tool
should be applicable to several fisheries. In developing ISIS-Fish, we tried to address each of these
issues: (i) a database is attached to the model, so
that changes in fishery description are easy and
several fisheries may be entered; (ii) several components of the model may be interactively coded and
saved using a script language, e.g. growth, reproduction, selectivity and fishers’ response; (iii) user
interfaces for running sensitivity analyses and
simulation designs have been developed; and (iv)
the software was developed under a GNU General
Public License (http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/gpl.
html) and is freely available (http://www.ifremer.
11 fr/ISIS-Fish; http://isis-fish.labs.libre-entreprise.org/).
More details about (i) and (ii) may be found in
Mahévas and Pelletier (2004). An application of (iii)
to a real fishery is presented in Drouineau et al.
(unpublished data, available from the corresponding
author). Note that ISIS-Fish is deterministic, preventing from running stochastic simulations.
Results of simulation designs are integrated in the
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classes at the beginning of each month, as a function
of length class definition and growth. In the case of
stage-structured populations, e.g. two-stage models
distinguishing mature and immature animals, individuals may change stages at the beginning of each
month as a function of growth and maturity ogive.
Seasonal variations in growth may be accounted for
because the proportion of fish changing classes at a
given month depends on population season. For
each population season, we defined a block diagonal
matrix CCseason of dimension n · NbClass:
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where each block CCZi is a square matrix of 14
dimension NbClass and of element ccij the proportion
of class j growing to class i at the beginning of each
month of the season in zone Zi. Note that ccij is zero
PNbClass
for i < j,
ccij ¼ 1, and ccNbClass,NbClass ¼ 1
j¼1
in case of a plus group. Class changes are thus the
same for all population zones, but could be easily
made zone-dependent given the matrix formulation.
Migration processes include migrations between
population zones, emigration outside of the fishery
region, and immigration into the region. Migration
and emigration are modelled by age-specific migration rates, whereas immigration is described by an
abundance vector. At each time step, migration
processes determine the spatial distribution of
abundance before other processes occur. For each
population season, migration and emigration rates
are arranged into a matrix Dmig
season , a block diagonal
matrix:
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Appendix 1: Migration, growth and
reproduction modelling

In the case of an age-structured population, animals
change ages at the beginning of each year, and the
last age group may be a plus group. In the case of
length-structured populations, animals may change
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where Dij is a diagonal matrix of dimension NbClass
of cth diagonal element:
(
if i 6¼ j
mij ðcÞ
P
dij ðcÞ ¼ 1  mij ðcÞ  ei ðcÞ if i ¼ j ; ðA1:3Þ
i6¼j

where ei(c) is the emigration coefficient from class c
outside population zone i, and mij(c) is the migration
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where fsr represents the relationship between
spawner abundance and reproduction outcome,
which may depend on additional parameters, and
Nsp(t,z) is the number of mature animals in z at t.
prepro(t) is the proportion of mature individuals
ready for reproduction at time t, and accounts for
the temporal spread of reproduction over the
reproduction season.
After birth, newborns are subject to natural
mortality until recruitment. For a monthly cohort
of births, recruitment duration is determined by the
minimum time Drec and the maximum time
required by a newborn to recruit denoted Drec +
srec. The corresponding time interval may be seen as
resulting from individual variation in development.
Recruitment season is hence determined by both
recruitment duration for a cohort, and by the length
of the reproduction season, i.e. it starts at month

42

Nrec ðt; zrec Þ ¼
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tinf
and finishes at month tsup
repro þ Drec ,
repro þ
Drec þ srec .
Under these assumptions, the number of fish
recruiting in recruitment zone zrec at a given month
of the recruitment season is:

ðt  D  i  tinf
repro þ 1; zrepro Þ exp½Mbirth ðD þ i  1Þ;
ðA1:5Þ

ED
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where prec(i) denotes the proportion of a cohort that
recruits at the ith time (recall that a cohort recruits
during srec months); thereby accounting for the
temporal distribution of recruitment over recruitment season. nzrec is the number of recruitment
zones associated to zrepro, and Mbirth is the natural
mortality rate of new borns (in months)1) until they
recruit. Nrec(t,zrec) is arranged into a recruitment
vector R(t).
Appendix 2: Modelling spatial and seasonal
variations in catchability

This appendix describes the way spatial and seasonal variations in catchability were modelled in
ISIS-Fish, so that concentration effects are consistent between classes, and between zones and
seasons.
Due to concentration effects, a population class
present in several zones at month t has a higher
catchability in the smallest of these zones. Assuming
that catchability is uniform across cells within a
zone, we get:

EC
T

rate of class c from population zone j to population
zone i at the beginning of the season. Note that dii(c)
corresponds to the proportion of fish of class c
staying in zone i.
Possible immigration is modelled through Nimmig
season ,
a vector structured like N(t) (Equation 1), denoting
the number of fish per class immigrating into the
region at the beginning of the season.
Reproduction and recruitment were considered
separately because for many fish populations, they
take place in distinct zones and at different times of
the year (see e.g. Rowley 1994). The model
accommodates several reproduction zones (spawning areas) and several recruitment zones per population. Reproduction (resp. recruitment) occurs
independently in each reproduction (resp. recruitment) zone. Correspondence between reproduction
and recruitment zones may be specified. If several
recruitment zones are associated to a reproduction
zone, births are distributed uniformly among
recruitment zones.
Reproduction occurs at each month of the
reproduction season delimited by starting and
sup
ending months, tinf
repro and trepro . Reproduction outcome may depend on the parental stock or it may be
constant. The relationship between spawner abundance and reproduction outcome may be chosen
among known relationships like Ricker, Beverton–
Holt models, or alternatively another relationship
may be written. The number of births at time t in
reproduction zone z is:

qpop ðc; zi ; tÞ ¼ qpop ðc; zj ; tÞ

NbCellsðzj Þ
;
NbCellsðzi Þ

ðA2:1Þ

where zi and zj are two populations zones of class
c at t, and NbCells(z) is the number of cells in
zone z.
This concentration effect may be understood by
considering fishing effort in terms of area fished by
the gear, e.g. swept area in the case of a trawl. This
area is assumed to be constant per unit effort. If we
denote Pr (c in Area|c in z) the probability that a fish
present in zone z is in this area, the catchability of
population class c at t in zone z may be written in
probabilistic terms:
qpop ðc; z; tÞ ¼ Prðc catchable at tjc in zÞ ¼
Prðc catchable at tjc in AreaÞ Prðc in Areajc in zÞ
ðA2:2Þ
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Surface (area) being expressed in number of cells.
Note that Pr (c in Area|c in z) is independent of
populations and seasons. It is not the probability
that the fish be caught by the gear, as selectivity is
not taken into account at this stage. Surface (area)
is a scale parameter that is confounded with the
gear standardization factor.
Equation (A2.2) amounts to separate spatial and
seasonal effects of catchability, namely:

where the average catchability qpop ðc; tÞ accounts
for possible behavioural effects, and the second-term
accounts for concentration effects.
Under the previous condition, two classes from
the same population or from distinct populations
present in z at t have same catchability, independently of class-specific behavioural effects, and catchability of a given class in a given zone only varies
through seasonal effects.

PR

Surface (area)
;
Prðc in Areajc in zÞ ¼
NbCellsðzÞ

qpop ðc; z; tÞ ¼ qpop ðc; tÞ Prðc in Areajc in zÞ; ðA2:4Þ
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ} |ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}

OO
F

Pr (c in Area|c in z) may be written as a function of
the relative surfaces of Area and z:
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